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To the generations of mothers, nuestras madres queridas y las parter as de est a 
generaci6n, who have gone before and paved the way so that we daughters could have a 
voice and to the generations of daughters, las hi} as quienes siempre siguen en nuestros 
pasos, who have realized that our voice and stories are not our right. As women, voicing 
our stories is our responsibility. 

"Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves, 
for the rights of all who are destitute." 

Proverbs 31:8 
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ABSTRACT 

MELISSA J. ALFARO 

BREAKING THE SILENCE: A RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF SELECTED WORKS 
BY SANDRA CISNEROS AND TONI MORRISON THROUGH THE LENS OF 
NORTHROP FRYE'S RHETORICAL THEORIES OF SPEECH AND STYLE 

DECEMBER 2012 

Since antiquity there has been a debate centered on the female voice. Thousands 

of years later, two modern American ethnic writers, Sandra Cisneros and Toni Morrison, 

examine the topic of the female voice through their literary works, including Cisneros' 

The House on Mango Street and Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories and 

Morrison's The Bluest Eye and Sula. Northrop Frye's rhetorical theories of hieratic and 

demotic style and speech may be examined and applied to the fiction of Cisneros and 

Morrison. 

The introductory portion of this analysis begins with a discussion of Northrop 

Frye's rhetorical theory of the use of language as it is applied in literature and portrayed 

in an amalgamation of hieratic and demotic style to compel "active participation" 

between the reader and the writer (I 02). According to Frye the rhetorical mark of a piece 

of literature is found in the "meditative quality" of a work that makes a "book a 

permanent possession of literature and not simply a contribution to scholarship: a quality 
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of wisdom and insight rather than merely of learning" (60). Whereas a work may be 

ornamental in one sense, the implementation of a meditative feature by an author causes 

the work to take on an oratorical approach, the chief appeal being, according to Frye, "to 

the emotions or the imaginations, so that the meditative element is considerably 

increased" ( 61 ). 

The succeeding chapters present an analysis of Cisneros' use of imagery, 

mythology, the imagination of the protagonist and the penetrative word and Morrison's 

use of Aristotelian plot, pathos, and catharsis. The application ofNorthrop Frye's 

rhetorical theory of hieratic and demotic style and language allows a demonstration of the 

ways the meditative element is present in all four works as a means of enlightening and 

empowering the audience to examine its communities and to realize the ramifications of 

silence and the power that exists in a voice. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: REVELATIONS FROM ANTIQUITY 

"Since the poet represents life ... he must always represent one of three things-either 
things as they are; or things as they are said and seem to be; or things as they should be." 

-Aristotle, The Poetics (XXV, 1460b, 4-6) 

As far back as antiquity, the voice of women in society has been synonymous 

with silence. In fact, Aristotle once said, "Silence is the kosmos [good order] of women" 

(Politics I, 1260a, 30). Greek civilization was a face-to-face society where articulation 

and command in public speaking were required to participate in the everyday business of 

the polis-a responsibility that was reserved exclusively for men. According to Aristotle 

"the high pitched voice of the female is one evidence of her evil disposition" (Minor 

Works: Physiognomies, 807a). Even though times and values have changed and many 

cultures have taken progressive steps, the voices of women continue to be silenced in 

many venues. 

Anne Carson, poet and author, in her work Glass. Irony and God, devotes a 

chapter, "The Gender of Sound," to the study of the role of women in Greek society and 

the depiction of the voice of women in literature throughout antiquity. Carson's findings 

can be summed up in the following statements: "Putting a door on the female mouth has 

been an important project of patriarchal culture from antiquity to the present day. Its chief 

tactic is an ideological association of female sound with monstrosity, disorder and death" 



( 121 ). The voice of a woman is enveloped in the experiences that make up her story and 

the language she employs to transmit her story to someone else. The voice of a woman is 

much more than decibels or tones, and thus rests in the quality of the message she 

conveys. 

Sandra Cisneros and Toni Morrison are two modem American ethnic writers who 

have found their voice and through their works have given voice to many female 

characters. Cisneros and Morrison have surpassed cultural and social barriers through 

their writing and have used the power of the written word in order to establish a 

community and initiate a dialogue within that community. Both are recognized for 

numerous literary achievements, and both have proven that they are skilled and proficient 

writers who have left their marks on the literary community as well as on the h~arts and 

minds of women in general who have joined their community of readers. In creating a 

dialogue through the avenue of writing, both Cisneros and Morrison have allowed their 

literature to function within a higher ethical and societal context and facilitated the 

opportunity for them to chart out a space for their voice and the voice of women alike. 

Northrop Frye was a twentieth-century Canadian literary critic and theorist whose 

greatest contribution, according to scholars and colleagues of his time, was his systematic 

approach to the field of literary criticism and its association to rhetoric. One of Northrop 

Frye's prominent works, The Well-Tempered Critic, helped merge rhetoric and its effect 

on literary criticism. The work was published in 1963 and was comprised of various 

lectures that Frye had delivered at the University of Virginia in March of 1961. 
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Subsequent in circulation to Anatomy of Criticism, The Well-Tempered Critic was 

"consciously intent on giving a kind of moral and philosophic rationale for the Anatomy 

of Criticism," the ending of the former book paving the way for his ideas to be developed 

further in the proceeding text (Denham 10). Summing up in the conclusion of Anatomy 

of Criticism, Frye makes mention of two concepts he has introduced in the text-"beauty 

and its correlation to social meaning," writing that "no discussion of beauty can confine 

itself to the formal relations of the isolated work of art; it must consider, too, the 

participation of the work of art in the vision of the goal of social effort, the idea of 

complete and classless civilization" (348). To this end art "becomes no longer an object 

of aesthetic contemplation but an ethical instrument, participating in the work of 

civilization" (Frye, Anatomy of Criticism .349). In The Well-Te1npered Critic Frye 

responds with a specific analysis of how the aesthetics of a work begin to operate 

ethically, as noted above, in order to engage with cultural and social concerns. It is the 

application of Frye's rhetorical theories on speech and style that demonstrates how 

Cisneros and Morrison's literary works have risen above confines and entered into a 

social context in order to break the silence. 

Northrop Frye defines rhetoric in The Well-Tempered Critic as "the social aspect 

of the use of language ... [that] has been divided into three levels, high, middle, and low ... 

and [is] illustrated both in speech and literature" (39-40). Later he concludes in the final 

section of The fVell-Tempered Critic, entitled "All Ye Know On Earth," that "the impact 

of literature on a critic, and the critic's responses to it, make up an area of criticism that is 
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best called rhetorical ... [and] rhetorical criticism is concerned with the 'effects' of 

literature" (113). According to Frye the rhetorical mark of a piece of literature is found in 

the "meditative quality" of a work that makes a "book a permanent possession of 

literature and not simply a contribution to scholarship: a quality of wisdom and insight 

rather than merely of learning" (The Well-Tempered Critic 60). While a work may be 

ornamental in one sense, the presence of a meditative feature causes the work to take on 

an oratorical approach, the chief appeal being, according to Frye, "to the emotions or the 

imaginations, so that the meditative element is considerably increased"( The Well

Tempered Critic 61 ). Frye outlines "two tendencies in literature" which he refers to as 

the hieratic and the demotic styles (The Well-Tempered Critic 94), and draws upon two 

traditions from antiquity in order to postulate his theory of style and speech: "the 

Classical emphasis, established in Aristotle" which Frye classifies as the "esthetic 

('hieratic')" and "the other emphasis goes back to Plato, but its chief ancient spokesman 

is Longinus" and is referred to as "psychological" (115). The hieratic "focuse[s] on the 

thing made" and the "fundamental conception of this approach is that of 'imitation,' 

which is concerned with the relation of the poem to its context in nature" (The Well 

Tempered Critic 115). Demotic, on the other hand, "is based on participation ... , thinks 

of a poem as an expression" and is primarily concerned with '"creation' a metaphor 

which relates the poet to his context in nature" (The Well Tempered Critic 115). Through 

his analysis, Frye makes a clear division of the features of both. Clearly the Aristotelian 

tradition examines works of art as a product, whereas the Longinian tradition considers 
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works of art through the lens of process leading to what has been described by scholars of 

Frye as form versus function. Single-handedly, each tradition can be considered; 

however, a work's oratorical potential exceeds when both traditions operate 

simultaneously. Frye outlines the importance of this amalgamation in The Well-Tempered 

Critic: 

If we think of literature in purely esthetic and hieratic terms, we think of 

the end of criticism as a vision of beauty; if we think of it in purely 

oratorical and demotic terms, we think of the end of criticism as a 

possession of some form of imaginative truth. Beauty and truth are 

certainly relevant to the study of literature, but if either is separated from 

the other and made an end in itself, something goes wrong ... As we are 

looking for a more unified conception of criticism than either of these 

approaches provides, we need an approach that does not try to split up the 

mind, or ignore the obvious fact that both intellect and emotion are fully 

and simultaneously involved in all our literary experience ... These two 

are, in the first place, inseparable, two halves of one great whole which is 

the possession of literature. ( 13 7-44) 

The beauty and possession of a piece of literature are wrapped up in the validity of its 

form and its function working collectively. Not only does literature at times mimic 

society and experiences, but it also serves as the breeding ground-the point of 
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conception where new ideas and possibilities spring forth through the dialogue between 

the text and the reader. 

According to Frye, the "hieratic tendency seeks out formal elaborations of verse 

and prose ... [and] the hieratic poet ... experiments with patterns of rhythm, rhyme, and 

assonance, as well as with mythological and other forms of specifically poetic imagery" 

(The Well-Tempered Critic 94). The demotic tendency "is to minimize the difference 

between literature and speech, to seek out the associative or prose rhythms that are used 

in speech and reproduce them in literature" (The Well-Tempered Critic 94). There are 

various levels within hieratic and demotic styles. Both types of style can be implemented 

directly by the author or "represent[ ed] ... dramatically through characters" (The Well

Tempered Critic 98). In demotic literature "the 'low' style is, in general, the literary use 

of colloquial and familiar speech" and has traditionally been known as the language of 

the "uneducated or inarticulate" (The Well-Tempered Critic 95-98). On the other hand, 

there is the low hieratic style which "takes us into the area of creative association, the 

babble of echoing sounds out of which poetry eventually comes, and which are 

reproduced, sometimes with deliberate or conscious wit, in the experimental or 'tertiary' 

forms we have been discussing: euphuism, echolalia and the like" (The Well-Tempered 

Critic 97-98). As Frye compares both styles, he makes the following observations about 

the demotic low style: 

... we have to think of 'low' style as concerned primarily with words in 

process, language which for one reason or another deliberately falls short 
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of or by-passes conventionally articulate communication. It is heavily 

influenced by the associative rhythm because, as we saw in the previous 

chapter, the associative rhythm represents the process of bringing ideas 

into articulation, in contrast to prose or verse, which normally represent a 

finished product. Low style is also the area of free verse and free prose, 

where we consent to a suspending of conventional rules in order to gain 

the advantages of experiment, verisimilitude, or a deeper exploration of 

society or the writer's mind. Without it, literature would tend to become 

identified with conventional rhetorics. (98-99) 

In commenting on the middle styles of demotic and hieratic, Frye defines the middle 

demotic style as "the ordinary language of communication which is at once plain and 

cultivated [and] ... its normal medium is expository prose or narrative or didactic verse" · 

(The Well-Tempered Critic 99). Middle hieratic is "the ordinary formal language of 

poetic expression ... the consciously literary style that a poet develops and gets to use 

out of habit" (The Well-Tempered Critic 99). Frye further describes the middle style's 

implication in literature: 

Middle style represents literature as an art of conventional communication, 

so that its rhetoric tends to become either habitual or transparent, or both, 

and it expresses itself primarily in a sense of structure. For structure is 

what our attention is focused on as soon as we become accustomed to a 

style or do not notice it. (I 00) 
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Lastly, Frye outlines the high demotic style: 

Occasionally, however, something emerges that seems to have a magic 

circle drawn around it, expressing something in us as well as in itself, 

which halts the progress of an argument and demands meditation. 

Whenever we have this feeling we are ... in the presence of high demotic 

style ... high demotic style is essentially aphoristic, whether it is in verse 

or prose. It deals, almost necessarily, with the traditional and the familiar, 

and with those moments of response to what we feel most deeply in 

ourselves, whether love, loyalty or reverence. There is thus an ethical 

facto in high demotic style which the term 'sublime' expresses ... They 

are moments when the normal detachment that separates reader from 

writer gives way to the reader's feeling that he has not simply understood 

the writer, but has entered into some kind of common ground or order with 

him. (101-02) 

The demotic style, according to Frye, "depend[s] on ... the active participation of the 

reader or hear: they are points which the reader recognizes as appropriate for the focusing 

of his own consciousness" (1 02). As for the high hieratic style, it could be described as 

an "epiphany in a secular and specifically literary context, a momentary coordination of 

vision, a passage which stands out from its context demanding to be not merely read but 

possessed," and the emphasis in the high hieratic style "is more individual than social, 

and the ethical element in the response less important" (The Well-Tempered Critic 103-
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04). Frye sums up the value an author has in using both the distinct styles of the demotic 

and hieratic in order to build a community and gain acceptability by their audience in the 

following passage: 

Our present argument seems to indicate the existence of two kinds of 

'high' literary experience, one demotic and one hieratic, one in general 

verbal practice and one more strictly confined to literature; one a 

recognition of something like verbal truth and the other a recognition of 

something like verbal beauty. High style in demotic writing depends 

largely on social acceptance: it is the apotheosis of the proverb, the axioms 

that a society takes to its business and bosom. Hieratic writing is more 

dependent on canons of taste and esthetic judgment, admittedly more 

flexible and more elusive than counsels of behavior. For the genuine and 

sincere writer, everything he writes is in high style: he means every line 

with the maximum of intensity, and is apt to become exasperated with 

readers whose reception of his work is tepid or selective. In an art of 

communication, however, social acceptance is still necessary to make such 

intensity permanent. (1 05-06) 

Realizing the significance of the Aristotelian and Longinian traditions, the 

esthetic and the psychological, beauty and truth, and the hieratic and demotic styles, one 

must define these tenns in order to lay a foundation for the application of Frye's theory 

on style and speech in the works of Cisneros and Morrison. Style, according to Frye, can 
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be depicted either through speech and dialogue, referred to as "genuine or bastard 

speech," or through the characters and directly by the author in narration, which is 

referred to as hieratic or demotic style. Frye begins by establishing "three primary 

rhythms of verbal expression"-"the rhythm of prose, of which the unit is the 

sentence ... an associative rhythm, found in ordinary speech and in various places in 

literature, in which the unit is a short phrase of irregular length and primitive syntax ... 

and the rhythm of a regularly repeated pattern of accent or meter, often accompanied by 

other recurring features, like rhyme or alliteration" and what Frye will later refer to as 

"verse" (The Well-Tempered Critic 24). Giving specific attention to ordinary speech, one 

finds that Frye divides speech into three classes-low, middle, and high. Frye defines 

each class and its implications to speech beginning with the middle style: 

In ordinary speech we can see clearly enough what the middle style is: it is 

what in Greek is called koine, the ordinary speaking style of the articulate 

person, and its basis is a relaxed and informal prose, that is, prose 

influenced by associative rhythm. It is the language of what ordinarily 

passes for thought and rational discussion, or for feelings that are 

communicable and in proportion to their objects. ( 40) 

The middle style includes patterns of both prose and associative rhythm which make it 

rhetorical in nature. Prose being as Frye describes it, "the expression or imitation of 

directed thinking or controlled description in words, ... is not ordinary speech, but 

ordinary speech on its best behavior, in its Sunday clothes, aware of an audience and with 
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its relation to that audience prepared beforehand" (The Well-Tempered Critic 18). The 

middle style of ordinary speech can be seen in insane or mentally confused depictions of 

characters, or through the use of inner speech or interior monologue (The Well-Tempered 

Critic 22-23). 

Secondly, Frye introduces the reader to a "'low,' a colloquial or familiar style ... 

often thought of as merely substandard or illiterate speech, but perhaps it should be 

regarded simply as a separate rhetorical style, appropriate for some situations and not for 

others" (The Well-Tempered Critic 41). This style of speech "with all its anti

grammatical forms, ... has its own vocabulary, its own syntax, its own rhythm, its own 

imagery and humor" (The Well-Tempered Critic 41 ). It is a raw and natural response 

uncensored and unfiltered by the character although rhetorically arranged by the author to 

shape the persona of the literary figures in the narrative to demonstrate how they have 

been affected by their experiences. 

Thirdly, the high style is defined by Frye as emerging "whenever the middle style 

rises from communication to community, and achieves a vision of society which draws 

speaker and hearers together into a closer bond" (The fVel/-Tempered Critic 44). Frye 

explains the heightened effect of the high style in the following passage: 

It is the voice of the genuine individual reminding us of our genuine 

selves, and of our role as members of a society, in contrast to a mob. Such 

style has a peculiar quality of penetration about it: it elicits a shock of 

recognition, as it is called, by which is the proof of its genuineness ... 
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High style in ordinary speech is heard whenever a speaker is.honestly 

struggling to express what his society, as a society, is trying to be and do. 

It is even more unmistakably heard, as we should expect, in the voice of 

an individual facing a mob, or some incarnation of the mob spirit ... these 

represent in different ways the authority of high style in action, moving, 

not on the middle level of thought, but on the higher level of imagination 

and social vision. ( 44-46) 

High style may not exhibit ornate language, but it does contain an authority that 

heightens the level of consciousness of the reader. Since it is not confined to certain terms 

or vocabulary, it can be represented through actions, experiences, and/or feelings 

regardless of whether they are favorable or difficult circumstances. It draws the reader in 

rather than form a hiatus between the reader and writer. It has "an ethical and 

participating aim" at work within the text (The Well-Tempered Critic 47). It serves not 

only to be read, but also to provoke response. The high style, denoted by Frye as genuine 

speech, is in sharp contrast to bastard speech: 

Genuine speech is the expression of a genuine personality. Because it 

takes pains to make itself intelligible, it assumes that the hearer is a 

genuine personality too--in other words, wherever it is spoken it creates a 

community. Bastard speech is not the voice of the genuine self: it is more 

typically the voice of what I shall here call the ego. The ego has no 

interest in communication, but only in expression. What it says is always 
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a monologue, though if engaged with others, it resigns itself to a 

temporary stop, so that the other person's monologue may have its turn to 

flow. But while it seeks only expression, the ego is not the genuine 

individual, consequently it has nothing distinctive to express. It can 

express only the generic: food, sex, passions, gossip, aggressiveness and 

resentments. Its natural affinity is for the ready-made phrase, the cliche, 

because it tends to address itself to the reflexes of its hearer, not to his 

intelligence or emotions. ( 41-42) 

The use of each type of ordinary speech and even the use of bastard speech are examined 

in subsequent chapters in this study that analyze the rhetorical styles of Cisneros and 

Morrison in their fiction. 

The examination of Morrison and Cisneros' use of style and speech through the 

rhetorical lens ofNorthrop Frye demonstrates that Morrison and Cisneros are revealers of 

their day. Through their writing Morrison and Cisneros welcome the dialogue and 

compel readers to go beyond merely listening to a point where they consider and respond 

to the text. Cisneros and Morrison write to a "genuine personality" not a container which 

requires filling, but to a personality that has the capability to respond. Their works stand 

as conversations to readers, inciting a response from the mothers, sisters, and daughters 

alike in order to engage in the issues of their respective community. 

In the sphere of rhetorical and literary criticism, it is rare to find scholarship that 

links Northrop Frye, Toni Morrison, and Sandra Cisneros; but the link is valid and 
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worthy of examination and development. In addition, each of the three figures comes 

from distinct backgrounds, ethnic groups, and generations. However, the commonality 

that unites them is the fact that each of their works not only addresses but enters into a 

social context. Northrop Frye's theories of style and speech can be juxtaposed to 

Cisneros' The House on Mango Street and Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories 

and Morrison's The Bluest Eye and Sui a in order to demonstrate how the presence of 

demotic and hieratic language and bastard and genuine speech in their works initiate a 

dialogue with their readers, revealing not only what is, but leading their community of 

readers to a higher level of consciousness and thus allowing them to imagine the 

possibilities of what could be. 
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CHAPTER II 

IMAGINING BEYOND BORDERS: SANDRA CISNEROS' HIERATIC AND 

DEMOTIC STYLE IN THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET AND WOMAN 

HOLLERING CREEK AND OTHER STORIES 

"We need two powers in literature, a power to create and a power to understand." 
-Northrop Frye, The Educated Imagination 

In The Educated Imagination Northrop Frye discusses the questions-" What is 

the social value of the study of literature, and what is the place of the imagination that 

literature addresses itself to, in the learning process?" (16). For Frye the imagination is an 

integral part in arriving at the end of criticism. A work must demonstrate the hieratic and 

the demotic style, beauty and imaginative truth, working collectively. Frye's theories are 

traditional concepts that can be linked to notions stated by Aristotle and Sidney as 

exemplified in Frye's Critical Path: An Essay on the Social Context of Literary 

Criticism: 

For Sidney, as far as his contemporaries generally, the aim of education, in 

the broadest sense, is the reform of the will, which is born in sin and 

headed the wrong way. Truth by itself cannot tum the will, but poetry in 

alliance with truth, using the vividness and the emotional resonance 

peculiar to it, may move the feelings to align themselves with the 

intelligence, and so help to get the will moving. The function of poetry, 
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then, is to provide a rhetorical analogue to concerned truth. Rhetoric, said 

Aristotle, is the antistrophos, the answering chorus, of truth, and whatever 

genuine social function the poet has depends on the consonance between 

his rhetoric and the rational disciplines, with their more exact relation to 

reality. (66) 

The mark of a good work is one that not only displays beauty or truth but one that 

demonstrates both by appealing to the intellect, emotions, and imaginations of the reader. 

When the intellect, emotions, and imaginations are summoned in the reader, the power to 

influence a community, incite a response, and transcend beyond borders is much more 

likely to transpire. And this combination in essence is a linkage of rhetoric and literature 

working hand in hand to affect the reader who in turn can influence their society. 

An example of this amalgamation can be found in. Sandra Cisneros' The House on 

Mango Street and Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories. A cursory reading of 

Cisneros' two works would simply introduce the reader to fictional characters and a 

number of women who are dealing with emotional, mental, and social issues. However, 

considering Cisneros' works through Frye's rhetorical lens first of all brings the 

characters into closer proximity with the readers, in an imaginative sense. As Cisneros 

gives voice to the raw emotions and physical conditions of her female characters, she 

describes them in such a way that they come into a closer proximity, metaphorically 

speaking, and become relatable to the reader. Secondly, through the use of Frye's 

hieratic and demotic style, Cisneros initiates a dialogue and summons her readers to 
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respond. Through the use of imagery and mythology, the imagination of the protagonist 

and the penetrative word, Cisneros' works serve as examples of Frye's hieratic and 

demotic style working hand in hand. These characteristics have classified Cisneros' 

works as "demonstrat[ing] the powerful potential for writing to make a difference, to 

effect change" (Salazar 394)~ 

Sandra Cisneros, an American of Mexican descent, born to a Mexican father and 

an American mother of Mexican descent as the only daughter of seven children, knew 

early on what it was to suppress her voice. She shared in an interview with the Los 

Angeles Times-"When I was eleven years old in Chicago, teachers thought if you were 

poor and Mexican you didn't have anything to say. Now I think that what I was put on 

this planet for was to tell these stories" (Fl). Cisneros was consistently pulled between 

the distinctly different communities of Chicago and Mexico and did not have many 

opportunities to make friends. For that reason she welcomed her "solitude." She had a 

keen interest in books from an early age. "Cisneros ascribes to the loneliness of those 

formative years her impulse to create stories by re-creating in her imagination the dull 

routine of her life" (Madsen 1 06). Little did she know that one day the voice that 

whispered freely in her head would give expression to her own narrative and ultimately 

provide a space for the voices of other women to articulate their own stories. In 1976, 

Cisneros graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Loyola University. She then 

continued her education to earn a Master of Fine Arts in creative writing from the 
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Iowa Writer's Workshop in 1978. It was at the Iowa Writer's Workshop that Cisneros 

flrst discovered her unique voice as a writer and realized that her voice did not have to 

follow the mold of her predecessors. Since then her unique voice, "the voice she had 

unconsciously suppressed ... the voice of the barrio" (Madsen 1 06), has become an 

inspirational voice for women from various racial backgrounds and has allowed Cisneros 

to earn the designation of "the most powerful of the young Chicana writers to emerge in 

the 1980's" (Cahill, Writing Women's Lives 459). 

As a leading Chicana writer, Cisneros' works convey a certain authority which 

can be attributed to her ability to narrate not only her own personal struggles growing up 

as a Hispanic female, but also the experiences of numerous women whom she came in 

contact with during her service as a teacher, counselor, college recruiter, and arts 

administrator. Although her interest in writing originated in her childhood, Cisneros 

describes in an interview with Mary McCay how the stories of the women she later came 

to know in her earlier professions established her desire not only to write for pleasure, but 

in order to influence a community and incite change: 

From this experience of listening to young Latinas whose problems were 

so great, I felt helpless. I was moved to do something to change their lives, 

ours, mine. I did the only thing I knew how. I wrote. (399) 

The scope and significance of her audience are evident in her dedications as well as in the 

manner in which she constructs and develops her protagonist to rise to a high level of 

consciousness. Cisneros personifies the struggles of women being silenced within their 
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community through the personal development of leading characters. By allowing a 

protagonist to come to her own personal breakthrough in which the protagonist discovers 

and expresses her voice, either through writing, speaking, or dialoging with other women, 

Cisneros epitomizes for her readers the importance and the process it takes for them to 

break the silence and identify their own voice. 

Beginning in 1980, the voice that Cisneros had silenced for so many years finally 

found freedom; the pen met the paper as Sandra Cisneros published her first book Bad 

Boys. In the years to come, she added other works to the list of her writings: My Wicked 

Wicked Ways, Loose Woman, Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories, Hairs/Pelitos, 

and two novels-The House on Mango Street and Caramelo. Many of Cisneros' works 

have been nominated for awards and given prestigious recognition, such as the Lannan 

Foundation Literary Award, Texas Medal of the Arts Award, MacArthur Foundation 

Fellowship, two National Endowment of the Arts Fellowships, and the Chicano Short 

Story Award. She has also been awarded two honorary doctoral degrees: one from 

Loyola University and another from the State University ofNew York at Purchase. In 

addition, her works have not only reached an audience in the United States, but have been 

translated into over a dozen languages allowing her to reach readers who speak English, 

Spanish, French, Gennan, Italian, Japanese, Chinese, Turkish, and Serbo-Croatian to 

name a few. While Cisneros uses the Chicano community as the focus of her literature, 

her "writing challenges confining and debilitating cultural representations that perpetuate 

views and subsequent practices that systematically devalue and oppress women" from 
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diverse racial communities (Curiel 53). Her themes bring many universal issues to the 

surface and break the silence that has characterized women in various ethnic communities 

for many generations. Deborah Madsen refers to Sandra Cisneros' purpose for writing as 

she states: 

To be a writer is, for Sandra Cisneros, to have the opportunity to do 

something for the silenced women and for all women by inventing new 

paradigms, by defining new Chicana voices, and by living as a liberated 

feminine subject of the story she has written for herself. ( 134) 

As Cisneros has been able tore-imagine the stories of her own life in the same way, 

through her literature, she calls her readers to imagine beyond borders. 

In order to understand the discussion Cisneros is responding to through her text, it 

is frrst necessary to uncover the root of the silence found among women in her central 

literary focus-the Chicano community. The Chicano community has traditionally been 

characterized by patriarchy. Much of the oppressive treatment of women can be credited 

to the views of the Chicano community and the belief in "machismo." Vincente T. 

Mendoza, a late Mexican folklorist, is cited by Americo Paredes, author of Folklore and 

Culture on the Texas-Mexican Border for his description of two very different views of 

machismo: 

One that we could call authentic, characterized by true courage, presence 

of mind, generosity, stoicism, heroism, bravery, and so forth and the other, 

nothing but a front, false at bottom, hiding cowardice and fear covered up 
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by the exclamations, shouts, presumptuous boasts, bravado, double-talk, 

bombast ... Super manliness that conceals an inferiority complex. (216) 

Moreover, Juan Bruce-Novoa, the writer of the article "Sex in the Chicana Novel," 

asserts that the patriarchy's view of women affects the women's perspective of 

themselves in the following passage: 

Woman in the male order has learned to see herself as inferior, inauthentic 

and incomplete ... she is fixated on the self-observation refracted in the 

critical gaze of man, having left observation of the external world to his 

wide-ranging gaze. Thus her self-portrait originates in the distorting 

patriarchal mirror. In order to find her own image she must liberate the 

mirror from the images of woman painted on it by the male hand. (34) 

Sadly, the bravery and heroism that "machismo" once represented have been distorted by 

some of the men in the Chicano community and twisted to include an inappropriate view 

of women and the roles they play in society. This conversion of ideology has caused 

"machismo" to become "the outrageous boast, a distinct phallic symbolism, the 

identification of the man with the male animal, and the ambivalence toward women 

varying from an object and tearful posture to brutal disdain" (Paredes 215). The 

"machismo" mindset, turned into a way of life, has driven women to fall prey to physical, 

emotional, and psychological oppression that has led to the silence of the voice of the 

female and confined them behind the borders of their own home. "Unless women begin 

to tell their own stories ... they will continue to be raped by the word of textualized 
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representations written by patriarch, and rationalized by society and ideology" (Quintana 

217). Two of Cisneros' more prominent works which portray this "machismo" mindset 

and its contribution to the silence of women are The House on Mango Street and Woman 

Hollering Creek and Other Stories. These novels portray the somber reality of women 

who have been marginalized and whose voices have been silenced due to the limitations 

that have been imposed on them by their own culture. 

In order to extract concrete examples from Cisneros' texts it is necessary to define 

the characteristics ofNorthrop Frye's hieratic style. One defining characteristic of Frye's 

hieratic style is the use of"the mythological" and "poetic imagery" (~Veil-Tempered 

Critic 94). "Image" or "imago" is defined in Richard A. Lanham's A Handlist of 

Rhetorical Terms as "a thing that represents something else; a symbol, emblem, 

representation" (89). Imagery is used by Cisneros in both The House on Mango Street 

and Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories to defme the borders the women find 

themselves behind. By using common everyday objects throughout her texts, Cisneros is 

providing her reader with the opportunity to reason out the pervasiveness behind its 

presence calling upon the intellect of the reader in an effort to instruct them. Cisneros' 

use of imagery can be linked to Aristotle's ideas on how mankind learn its first lessons 

through imitation, as quoted in T.S. Dorsch's translation Classical Literary Criticism: 

Aristotle, Horace, Longinus: 

The instinct for imitation is inherent in man from his earliest days; he 

differs from other animals in that he is the most imitative of creatures, and 
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he learns his earliest lessons by imitation. Also inborn in all of us is the 

instinct to enjoy works of imitation. What happens in actual experience is 

evidence of this: for we enjoy looking at the most accurate representations 

of things ... The reason for this is that learning is a very great pleasure, 

not for philosophers only, but for other people as well, however limited 

their capacity for it may be. They enjoy seeing likenesses because in doing 

so they acquire information (they reason out what each represents, and 

discover, for instance, that 'this is a picture of so and so'); for if by any 

chance the thing depicted has not been seen before, it will not be the fact 

that it is an imitation of something that gives the pleasure, but the 

execution or the colouring or some other such cause. (5) 

In The House on Mango Street, Cisneros uses the image of the "window" to 

portray the confinement various women feel due to the effects of "machismo" as they 

straddle the line of gender equality and racial displacement. For example, Cisneros 

describes the life of Marin and Lois, who, due to the low expectations placed upon them 

because of their gender, are left to wait by their window or "doorway" for "a car to stop, 

a star to fall, someone to change [their] lives" (27). Another example provided by 

Cisneros is Alicia, a young girl being raised by her father after the death of her mother, 

who is forced to stare out of the window of inherited duties because she has been told by 

her father that "a woman's place is sleeping so she can wake up early with the tortilla 

star" (31 ). In addition, Cisneros describes Rafael a "who is still young but getting old 
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from leaning out of the window so much" (79)-a prisoner in her own home as she "gets 

locked indoors because her husband is afraid Rafaela will run away since she is too 

beautiful to look at" (79). Isolated from the outside world, Cisneros portrays Rafaela as 

"lean[ing] out the window and lean[ing] on her elbow and dreams ... wish[ing] there 

were sweeter drinks, not bitter like an empty room, but sweet like the island" (79-80). 

Finally, Cisneros represents the life of Sally-a beautiful young girl who suffers physical 

abuse at the hands of her father. Sally is a silent figure who covers up her father's abuse 

by rejecting the fact that her father's behavior is wrong. The first chance she gets, as a 

young eighth grader, Sally attempts to escape the abuse of her father and marries a 

marshmallow salesman. Yet to her surprise, she goes from bad to worse. While under 

her father's roof Sally chose to remain silent concerning his abuse; now Sally is forced to 

remain silent by her own spouse: 

He won't let her talk on the telephone. And he doesn't let her look out the 

window. And he doesn't like her friends, so nobody gets to visit her unless 

he is working. (I 02) 

Notice how Cisneros paints Sally's spouse as the main subject of action while Sally is the 

object who is acted upon. Cisneros' depiction of these women as silent, "waiting," and 

staring out of a window clearly communicates a message of oppression. The image of the 

window through the first half of the novel continues to reverberate in the mind of the 

reader-the window is not a mere prop that the women find themselves sitting next to, 

but rather the women are trapped and their voice is suppressed by the "machismo" the 
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window represents. Deborah Madsen explains the significance of the window as she 

writes: 

To lose one's sense of self in the effort to satisfy mutually antagonist sets 

of cultural values is the danger negotiated by Cisneros' characters. The 

image of living under occupation, of living in an occupied territory or 

even of becoming occupied territory, describes the experience .... of a 

woman under Chicano patriarchy ... This accounts for Cisneros' use of 

the image of the window in several of the stories ... women are depicted 

sitting by their windows, forbidden or afraid to enter the world represented 

by the street, literally, and physically trapped in their imposed domesticity. 

(113). 

The irony in this portrayal is the fact that while the women are permitted to see, they are 

not allowed to express or move forward towards the object of their vision or imagination. 

They are merely silenced bystanders in their own community. This image of the 

"window'' "provides a complex examination of the external and internal forces that shape 

the lives of women of color and a vision of empowerment based on the dialectic between 

self and community" (Salazar 393). 

In Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories Cisneros uses a similar approach to 

define the boundaries and borders for the female protagonist. Written and published after 

The House on Mango Street, it contains a number of vignettes that use different 

characters and plots that are not sequentially connected in any way one to another. The 
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text opens up in the first section "My Lucy Friend Who Smells Like Com," giving the 

reader a glance into the mind of young girls. The vignettes are all very descriptive in 

nature and collectively share one aspect in that they are merely painting an image of how 

the Chicano culture is filtered through the eyes and perception of young girls. In the 

following section, "One Holy Night," the two vignettes demonstrate the adolescence of a 

young girl. The emphasis in the two vignettes is on love and relationships with the 

opposite sex. The young teenage girls are depicted as being able to accept the fate that is 

handed to them. The dialogue between mothers and daughters is limited. In the last 

section, which is entitled "There Was a Man, There Was a Woman," Cisneros reveals a 

shift in the attitude of the narrator for each vignette, who is now an older woman. The 

woman is depicted as resisting finality and taking matters into her own hands in a number 

of the vignettes. One short story, in particular, that depicts the various layers of Frye's 

hieratic and demotic style is "Woman Hollering Creek." Utilizing mythology and 

folklore Cisneros presents imagery that is indicative of Frye's hieratic style. In the 

Critical Path: An Essay on the Social Context of Literary Criticism, Northrop Frye 

defines the relationship between mythology and society: 

The conventions, genres, and archetypes of literature do not simply 

appear: they must develop historically from origins, or perhaps from a 

common origin ... Early verbal culture consists of, among other things, a 

group of stories. Some of these stories, as time goes on, take on a central 

and canonical importance: they are believed to have really happened, or 
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else to explain or recount something ihafis centrally important for a 

society's history;· religion; or social structure. These canonical stories are, 

or become, what"Vico calls "true fables or myths~" M)rth~ aie similar in 

literary form to folk tales aild.legerids,·.but they have adifferent social 

function. They instruct as well as amuse··~-. When· a myth~logicrystallizes 

in the centre of a culture, a temenos or. magic circle is drawn around that 

culture, and a literature develops historically within .. a limited orbit of 

language, reference, allusion, belief, transmitted and shared·tradition. 

(34-36) 

WhereaS 'society considers that mythology is a "human·cultural pr{>duct" they fail to 

realize that they had a hand in shaping their own cultural mythologies (Frye, Critical 

Path 36). 
'I ., 

· In the short story "Woman Hollering Creek," Cisneros mtroduc'es the reader to 

Cleofilas Enriqueta De Leon Hernandez, who can be likened tothe myt~ological 

archetype of La L/orona. Cleofilas is frustrated with her hackriey~.d life which is limited 
~ 9 ;'' j < • ~, 

to spending time with female family and/or friends or "watch[it;tg] the lat~st te/enovela 

episode'; ( 44). She is confined to her ritualistic duties and longs for creativicy. Cleofilas, 

as portrayed in "Woman Hollering Creek," can be jwctapos~d t~'the~omenon Mango 

Street; she too is merely an observer of her surroundings who long~ and is.'.'waiting" for 

something outside of the ordinary: 

But what Cleofilas has been waiting for; has been whispering~and sighing 
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and giggling for, has been anticipating since she was·old enough tolean 

against the window displays of gauze and butterflies· and lace, _is passion. 

Not the kind on the cover of the Alarma! Magazines, miJ1d you, where the 

lover is photographed with the bloody fork she used to salyage her good 

name. But passion in its purest crystalline essence~ The kind the books and 

the songs and telenove/as describe when one. finds,· finally, the great love 
' ' ,;,·.~ 

of one's life, and does whatever one can, must do, atwluitever the cost. 

(44) 

Once again Cisneros revisits the imagery used in her former.work o(th~female :: ,: 

"lean[ing] against the window" in a state of suspension. Cleofilas' reality is Wrapped up 

in the fantasy of what she sees in telenove/as, reads about in books; and listens to in love 

songs. Her life is an imitation of what she observes and her thought~ are engrossed with 

the surreal life of her favorite artists and romantic soap operas~ H:aving ·ito· other 

opportunistic alternatives her desires and identity succumb to the s~apirig of the. screen 
~ '· ' . , \ . -' . ' .. _' ,, ., 

plots. For that reason when Juan Pedro Martinez steps onto the seen~ ~t~ promises to 
• '\~'·,:· '--·:' f -•• ~ ···,, 

, : · -~~,. · ;'t~.-~·:·n, ;' ·. -~- :: -

offer her the life she has observed on the telenove/as, Cleofilas agrees to marry him. 
,.··:' ;::rl· : .. ,,it · · 

Cleofilas leaves her family in Mexico to cross the arroyo, known as the creek in 
h ~:,~J' 

English, with her new husband, clinging to no more than the precon~eivecf'~otions she 
·hi 

has concerning marriage. Soon she "discover[s] that to live in this'iil~io~"is difficult and, 

finally, impossible" (Kevane 64). Juan Pedro is unfaithful to her, raiel~!:'coines h~me; 

and when he does, he leaves his frightful markings on her body. Abused and expecting 
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Juan Pedro's second child, Cleofilas finds herself confined. She cannot run andretum to 1 

her father's home alone with another child on the way; plus the road back home is' 

divided by the creek. Her two neighbors, Soledad and Dolores, whose names translate to 

loneliness and pain, are of no help or comfort to her. In fact, these two neighbors are 
,', 

symbolic of the oppressive state she finds herself in. Cleofilas is encumberedby

loneliness and physical and emotional pain. She has nowhere else to go except to the 

"creek that [runs] behind the house" known as La Gritona ( 46). She is captivated by the __ 

''high, silver voice" of the creek; and when she asks Soledad and Dolores about how the __ 

creek got its name, they urge her to stay away from the creek. 

Cleofilas' life can be compared to the myth of La Llorona as the creek represents 

her oppressive state. Rosan A. Jordan recounts one version of the historical ~yth: , 

The legend concerns a poor and humble woman who, grief-stricken at 

being cast off by her rich lover who is intent on marrying a woman of~is 

own class, murders her children, commits suicide, and ever afterwar~-)' 
.. ~ ,.:~.;~:·:·~~· ,: : '- . 

roams the streets mourning their loss and frightening those who hear_ her."' 
"t'·.·\· 

(36) 

Many times within the Mexican-American culture, the patriarchal view of women is: 

derived by the mythical figure of La Llorona. Her spirit wonders and roams about, 

without rest, crying out in pain and anguish for the loss she has suffered. She is "an icon 

of female suffering and rage on par with the Western myth of Medea" (Curiel 55). ;;The-

incorporation of this mythological figure of folklore by Cisneros demonstrates' Frye's 
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hieratic style. It serves to amuse the reader as well as instruct thereader concerning the 

devastating future a community can shape for women if they continue to remairi passive 

concerning female oppression. If they are not careful, their myths will·no'longer mark , 
~· -, 

· their history but will begin to chart their future. 

The women on Mango Street, Cleofilas, as well as Soledad an4 Dolores; are 

shaped by their circumstances and cultural traditions. They cannot re~reate new 

paradigms within their own community. Although their words' afe few:arid.their position 
i 

a passive one, in their stillness their silence conveys a message to the reader. In order to 
~ . . . 
;J,::,<: 
·,f, ,t' 

uncover the motive behind the imagery and myth that Cisneros·~ses, it'is first necessary 

to discuss the role imagination plays in the thought process orfheprotago~ist in each 
;., ' 

work. 

Northrop Frye links the motive for metaphor or imagery i~ Iiteratuieto the ~s.e of 

the imagination in The Educated Imagination by classifying thfeele~~~~ .,ofthe mind 
' ~.:~~ ' ' ' '• 

c,;.: 

along with their corresponding languages. To begin with there is ~e ~:l~vel of 
:r:'·(, 

consciousness and awareness" where deciphering the differences' between.the individual 

and his or her surroundings and/or environment is a priority (The Educated Imqgination~ 
,' (:\'~ / "

·\·,~ 1 

22). The language used here is that of "ordinary conversation, which is ~ostly . 
,,{ 

monologue ... and is considered the language of self-expression" (The~ducated 
;:~:)~··11,' 

Jnzagination 22). Frye outlines the details of this level of language in t~e:.f()Ilo~ing 
i .~.:~) ·t· 

passage in The Educated Imagination: 
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It's largely a language of nouns and adjectives. You have to have names 

for things, and you need qualities like "wet" or "green" or "beautiful" to 

describe how things seem to you. This is the speculative or contemplative 

position of the mind ... you soon realize that there's a difference between 

the world you're living in and the world you want to live in. (17-19) 

The second level of the mind is the "level of social participation" and is the "language of 

practical sense"-"a language of verbs or words of action and movement" (Frye, The 

Educated Imagination 21 ). Frye continues to describe this level in the following 

passage: 

The practical world, however, is a world where actions speak louder than 

words. In some ways it's a higher level of existence than the speculative 

level, because it's doing something about the world instead of just looking 

at it, but in itself it's a much more primitive level. It's the process of 

adapting to the environment, or rather of transforming the environment in 

the interests of one species, that goes on among animals and plants as well 

as human beings. (21) 

The third level "is a vision or model in your mind of what you want to construct"-a 

moment in time where the imagination becomes engaged in creating something new 

within its environment: 

The actions of man are prompted by desire, and some of these desires are 

needs, like food and warmth and shelter ... But there's also a desire to 
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bring a social hwnan form into existence: the form of cities and gardens 

and farms that we call civilization. Many animals and insects have }his 

social form too, but man knows that he has it: he can compare what he 

does with what he can imagine being done. So we begin to see where the 

imagination belongs in the scheme ofhwnan affairs. It's the power of :. 

constructing possible models of human experience. (21-22) 

The progression of Frye's three levels can be seen in the development of Cisneros' 

protagonist in both works. For example, Esperanza, the young twelve-year <?ldgitLwho 

serves as Cisneros' protagonist and narrator in The House on Mango Street,·· begins as the 

eyes of Mango Street. The vignettes are written in the first-person point of view, coming 

from the perspective of a young girl who is developmentally in her formative years, 

acquiring, processing, and sorting out every ~ieee of information that comes iri through 

her senses. "By telling the story through twelve-year-old Esperanza's poirifofview 

Cisneros is empowering someone who is normally not seen as possessing atithori~y in the 

world-a young Hispanic female" (Brunk 148). The innocence and age of Esperanza 

facilitate the natural and age-appropriate opportunity for Esperanza to reflectand , .·, 

incorporate her own interior monologue and thoughts into each vignette. 

Cisneros' development ofEsperanza begins in Frye's level one -"the'level of . 

consciousness and awareness." Early on, Esperanza is aware of what she likes and does 

not like about Mango Street and what it represents to her as can be outlinedin the' 

following vignette, "My Name:" 
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~.' :·: 

'. · In English my name means hope. In Spap.ish'it means too)Jlanyletters. It 
.., ;'!.' ·. ,.· .•. \! } 

·. .· ( \'·.~ /.\' '. . ' ' ., 

means sadness, it means waiting. It is like the numbernine .. A muddy .... , :.\ .'' .. ' · .. 

color. It is the Mexican records my fatherPI~ys ~D:'sld~y:mornfu~s 
. · . ~ · · :t:.,,·:;.;'? ~:,}r, . ' 

when he is shaving, songs like sobbing. It was my. great: grandmother's 
• < • ' . • <): · 1 i~f::t,h·;:::,. 

name and now it is mine ... My great-graridmothei~ I W9l:lld've liked to 

have known her, a wild horse of a woman~so.wild she wouldn't.mairy. 
' ':;v/'. ~t·.p.' . 

Until my great-grandfather threw a sack over her. head arid carried lier off. 
. ~ .. , ~n.-;; ',:~, j{ .. {, 

"t ~ ~ {' lr "''if 

Just like that, as if she were a fancy chandelier. That's the.way he 'did it. 
;. r . '~ 

' . .·;·:~~~ ." .. ' 

And the story goes she never forgave him. She looked out the window her 
~~ : .f:·:;~·~ ·, "'~ •, .·>;· ' :;. 

t.. ~ 

whole life, the way so many women sit their sadriess on 'ili~ir elbow. I 
,• " L '{,· ... ·~< ,)' !" 

·) .· ·:, 

wonder if she made the best with what she got or \\'as s~e· s6Il'Y' because 
'" .. 

she couldn't be all the things she wanted to be. Esper~a. i have inherited 
' ,·,.,.. j 

}•I ,,,,·, J:. 

her name, but I don't want to inherit her place b~ .. ·the wnidbw. {.to~'tt) 
'·';\ :··t: . ' .··;,,,.::}~j 

The above passage is an interior monologue conceming.the m~aci~g of.~~perakct's 
' \ ':·;~\~ . .~ ';\ ~li 

name and its-'correlation to her grandmother's position by the window. A wide. array of . . . < ·. ·, :·,.;_";.:... ·.,( ~;~· 
·:; \, ,_ . 
' ': :~~.:i~t 

adjectives are used to describe her name-"too many letter~,'' "sadness," ~'wai~~ng," 
' r. ' ' . ' " !'j~f ;\ 

"muddy color," "number nine." Cisneros in this vignette portrays Espera~a ~:'.i·· 
'''•:!, 

contemplating and sorting out the differences between ~here she has co??: from and 
,-]':·;·'cl 

. ~: I,~tJ.~ 

where she wants to be someday. 
. . . \ ;::~ . !;{;: ;\,\ ' 

Gmduaiiy, Esperanza moves to Frye's second level ofimaginat,i()n,-,-thelevel of 

social participation. By the end of the first section of vignettes, Es~eranza gains ~ 
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awareness concerning oppressive cycles that are prevalent aniorig the :female; population 
\ 

in her community and also gains insight on how the cy6les are passeddownfr~m mother 
' ';.t··· 

to daughter.Midcway,through the text, as Esperanza b~~fust~ ~iScover ~d d~fine her 

own self-identity she also begins to respond to t~e images she h.~ observe,d:in_the 

females on Mango Street. Not only does she define what it is she does not"want of 
- ~ ' 

Mango Street, but she also makes an effort to participate socially't.o'better(h~r · 

environment as can be·seen in Cisneros' vignette, "The Monkey'Garden." __ , -
:'',t"t1' 

Y. ;,·_.,"\·;:, t 

Cisneros describes the Monkey Garden as ·a place" th~~·fadiit~tes the imagination 
. I'~(~~·';·,)' 

,. . Y.' ·:,,j,~,>' -.,. . . ;·-, 

and innocence of Esperanza and her friends. On one occasion, ho"Y~ver, "Sally 
.;,'( 

[Esperanza's friend] had her own game" (96). While Esperan'za is enjoying her playtime, 
. '~] \ '" 

Sally is off on ;the side flirting and playing with Titoand. his friends:· Tito ruicfhis buddies 

eventually steal Sally's keys from her telling her thatin order.to 96fa~n her.~eys she must 

frrst give each of them a kiss. Sally agrees and sneaks ·off to the ot~er end of the garden. 
. ' ( 

Immediately Esperanza is distraught and concerned for herfriend~feelin~·:"angry inside 
,··· 

• 1 .~:· j 

... like something .wasn't rigbt" (97). Cisneros portrays' Esperanza'~ intenor'dialogue as 
I :'""'";: 

she runs up three flights of stairs to Tito's house in or~er to.ask for his mother's 

assistance in resolving the matter. Cisneros describes 'that as Esperanza enters the home, 
' ' ~ ' ··t1 -\~'· 

she finds Tito' s motherironing shirts. Esperanza recounts 'the evenfS to Titci; s mother, 
, •. ! \ .-.-~:.,:·l ~ 

I : : f • ' ! ~' ~; -, 

pleading for her help; however, Tito's mother responds in the foll§~ng m.rumer: "Those 
'I ~-;< :-: 

• 1 :r lF;t 

kids, she said, not looking up from her ironing. That's all? Wha(do you w~t me to do, 

she said, call the cops? And kept on ironing" (96-97). 
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The account ofEsperanza and Tito's motheris·an.imag~ ofth~second level of 
' ' 

social participation-the vignette is filled with verbs.CJnd action ~ordsas .Esperanza "ran 

up three flights of stairs," "said all out of breath," "ran backdown three flights," "took 
. d),:,,';.':;t 'll: 

three big sticks and a brick," "felt ashamed," "r[an] away"."hid[h~~~elf]" '~lay down and 
,-,,-· ' 

;·',·I 

cried a long time," all because Esperanza felt that "Sally needed to· be saved" (97). 

Esperanza is making an effort to transform her communi~-one t~ 'preserve the 
' '''//i··f~:·;:',!j}:. 

~;>\)·\,\·,;,!~ 

innocence of her friend and two to uphold the innocence and imaginationthat the garden 
'::•: i,~/~-i. 

represents for her and her peers. However, when Esperanzaconf~~rits Tito~s mother, the 
'!_ r_L-~·;.:; ··.:;~,_ , , 

mother's response is simply "What do you want me to do .· .···~·?" (97). As the woman 
" ·~:-

returns to her duties of ironing, she is quick to dismiss her authority and power to 
' ,' ~·;.~:;'' ' ' 

influence the life of another young woman, and thus is refusing to take part .in the 
'~~·>?-, ) ' . ' 

dialogue. 

"The denial of language and the enforcement of silen~e upon the wbinen of the 
I ' ' ) ';.', I :_,_h.:~,:_.',·,·. ' ';. '•• t • 

·:.-'.~ - ~ ~:,f::· j. 

Chicano community ... [represents] a basic compo11ent ofShicana femini!lity: 'good' 
l . ~- [-.\"'. 

girls do not answer back ... do not talk too much, ~p n~t question what th~§ are told" 

(Madsen 24 ). This abdication is an image Cisneros portrays throughout the entire 
I~-- ·>~ 

work-women who are inactive, still, and silent. By combining the account of Sally and 
ic'. ,., ., 

/ 0 5 :\' 

Tito's mother in the same vignette, Cisneros is exposing th~_.correlation betWeen the 
•• ~>j.' l 

'· 

voice of the mother and the strength of the daughter. ~'This·si!ence}s a fotfu of ignorance 

that oppresses women in particular by keeping them· from knowle~g~ of the power they 
'·,; ~t .. i' . . ·, 

l 

can access" and by impeding their participation in the cultural dialogue (Madsen 132). 
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The silence of one generation can produce a. generation of daughters who do not 

recognize their own voice or their strength. Voi~~l~ss mothers produce powerless 

daughters. Sadly, while Esperanza is willing to i!J1agine beyond, h<?rdef~, Tito's mother 

and Sally,just like the women on Mango Street,:based ontheir actions,' do not want to 

step out from behind their border. 

After Tito 's mother reaction and the dis,appointment that accOmpanied it, 
• ,, ·'c•';;:••\.\ 

,•,•tJ''' :.: 

Esperanza experiences yet another setback that steadily leads her int~\h~ third and final 
·:r.~::,: ··.r·~ 

level of imagination. In "Red Clowns" Cisner()s .leads the read~r tri-believe that 

Esperanza is sexually assaulted while "wait[ing]" for her frienct'Sal:l~,,atthe carnival. This 
~ ' ,' . ~~~· 

,,, -

vignette uniquely stands out above the others.~ ~t represents a 61im~~tic moment where 
~ \ ·r 

Esperanza's imagination begins to undergo as!tift. The vignette op~n~ With Esperanza's 

addressing Sally, however indicative of the (!motional and mental disarray Esperanza 

suffers, Cisneros randomly shifts the tense in Esperanza's monologue:. 

Sally Sally a hundred times~ Why_ didn't you hear me, when I called you? 

Why didn't you tell them to leave me alone?The one 'tvho grabbed me by 
~..? 1,-"-""1. 

'I '"'"· ''::.,."~; ~ '; 

the arm, he wouldn't let me go ... Sally, make·'him stop. I couldn't make 

them go away. I couldn't do anything britcry. (don't remember. It was 
4''-

dark. I don't remember. I don't remember. Please don'i make me tell it all. 
I 

(100) 
lb ';" 

Cisneros portrays Esperanza mentally distraught and confused. ~sperfumt' s thoughts are 

interrupted, bouncing back and forth between the past assault and her present anguish. 
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Esperariza's monologue is an example ofwhat:Frye classifies as the associative rhythm 

of ordinary-speech that represents "insanity.'·· .jn.Iter speech .. ~ aild ment[al] 

confu[sion]'?'(The Well-Tempered Critic 22). Frye notes that'.~wh6n an author represents 

a character as speaking or thinking in this way, the authof.is awar~ofhis audience even if 

his character is not" (The Well-Tempered Critic 23) .. 

While it is a depiction of the disappointed and painful eJ:llotio'ris Esperanza is 

feeling on one level, on another level Cisneros through Esperanza is causing the interior 

monologue of a troubled girl to go beyond the expression of me~e emotions to the 

initiation of a dialogue with women, and notthe:women on Mango. Stt~~~f, but the women 
' ~ ' . ,~ ,, 

., 

beyond Mango Street-the readers and the women to whom the ~?ok is dedicated. This 

application can be seen in the way Cisneros rhetorically arrangesEsper~a's interior 

monologue. Esperanza refers to Sally and'alludes to the womeri on. Mango Street as 

keeping her "waiting." Esperanza says, "Why did you leave me all alone? I waited my 

whole life. You're a liar. They all lied. All the books and magazi#es,ieverything that told 

it wrong" ( 1 00). The words "waiting":and -~~waited" reverberate fledJ"Iy_'throughout the 
., .. \ 

,. ' . ' j', ~ 'j, J.~'! ~ \ 
vignette. The silence of the women. bas served them nopurposfand has even caused 

~ \ : . ..; ~ 

>.-..'>, t\:,.. <> ;;· .•• > 
Esperanza's life to be put into jeopardy.· She has been betraye4 both.~~.~,er friend Sally 

and the women from her community~ Cisneros.uses"The.Mollk~y G~d~n" as a prelude 
'f{ y•• 

that leads· into this vignette. In "The Monkey. Garden" Esper~:_bxpresses her dedication 

to Sally'and her desire to save her. Yet at the crucial time when Esperanza needs to be 

saved, Sally does not reciprocate the same devotion. Esperanza "balances the injustice 
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done to her by the boy with the injustice she feels Sally hasdoneto her by not saving her 

. and f<?~ lying about sex,.: (Brunk. , 14 7)~ Deborah Madsen elaborates on this sense of 

be!~a~~ ~Speranza has suffered: 

Esperanza's feelings of helplessness, confusion;_and pain are 

overwhelmed by the sensation ofbetrayal: betrayal by Sally who was not 

there when Esperanza needed.her.but also betrayal by all the women who 

ever failed to contradict the romantic mytholOgy of love and sex ... 

Esperanza directs her anger and shame not at the perpetrators of this 
'·' -~~, 

violent act; she does not have the words; the langtiage with which to direct 

blame at men ... and so she internalizes tha(s~nse.ofblame and accuses 

, women instead. As,Maria Herrera-Sobek explains: "The diatribe is 

directed not only at Sally the silent interlocutorbu~ at the community of 
., 

women who keep the truth from the youngerge~eration of women in a 
i ·, 1·, 

conspiracy of silence:• . :· 'r (114-15) 

Esperanza's "Red Clowns" monol,ogue is one of the two mome~ts in all the text that the 
'·' ·,.4 ',;·:' 

;--~~-~~~) 

hieratic alters to the demotic-where Cisneros rhetorically arranges Esperanza' s response 
. ~ 

~: i' '~ ( 

to her situati9n in such a way that she addresses Sally,the'wo~~~ on Mango Street, and 

"all the women" she dedicates the book to. The work has transc~_~ded from a 

"communication to community" level and "draws the speaker and [reader] together into a 

clos_er ,bond" (The Well-Tempered Critic 44). 
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"Red Clowns" express'es Esperanza's.attehipt t~ pro~.ess what she has 

experienced. She. fe~ls betrayed· and whil({'she'may not be facing a mob, she is facing and 

' ,, 

calling Sally and the women ori Mango. Street to. account for not being there and telling 

her the truth. Esperanza's monologue serves hot only to be read, but also resonates as a 

dialogue being i~itiat~d by Cisne~os 'to·provok~ a r~sponse from the reader. "Red 

Clowns" is a climax to Espera.nZa's transfonnatio~. It is here, after suffering 

victimization that Esperanza realizes she~can no longer wait on anyone else to rescue 

her-she must rescue lierself. It.is in' this r~velation that she determines she will not be 

silent about her 
1
oppression. She Will nci(rest her pain on an elbow, while sitting by the 

window. She .has seen the misery thatstillness and silence have brought about in the lives 

of the wom~n ori Mango Street. "She ~ilrriot'-~ccept the ~ole __ or be silent about the 

brutality" (McCay'311): · 

Oneofthe last vignettes;"The'Thiee Sisters," serves as the catalyst that will 

complete Esperania's trarisformationlromher story bei~gamonologue, a story that 

merely servesto express hero~ passions-and desires, to.a_dialogue, a story that brings 

choice· and eng~ges a responSe. Espei:anza is asked by ~~'sisters to make a wish. Her 

wish is shapedbythe imagescofwotrieri she has obseryed ~n Mango Street, the Monkey 

Garden, her encounter with Tito'~ moihe~, and her carnival~~ssault and thus molded by 

her new found. rejection of Mango Street a~d ill it represents. She wishes to leave 

Mango Street and never return. 
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~ Did you mak,e.your,wish (llready? .Yes, I said. Well, that's all there is to 

it. It'll ~orne trm~. How do you know? I asked. We know, we know. 

Esperanza ... When youle~ve you must remember always to come back, 

she said. Wh~t?, \Vhen you leave you musi reme~ber to come back for 

the othe~~- A circle, understand? You .will always be Esperanza. You will 

always be Mango Street You ~an't erase what you know. You can't 

forget who you are. (105) 

Esperanza is spe~chless. She i~ astonishe,d by the fact that this sister can discern her 

thoughts, and sh~ is embarrassed that she allowed "such a selfish wish" (1 05) to cross her 

mind. The sister with the marble ~ands leaves Esperanza with a charge-Esperanza must 

never forget that she "will always be Mango Street" (105), and she must not forget where 

she came from, .. It is a strand thatholds her identity together. Finally, she must come back 

for those who do not have a. voice. ,Esper~' s return to Mango Street would be 

meaningless ifithad no connection.~o ~he women of her community. She will 

"remember" for her own sake, but will "come back" for "the ones who cannot leave as 
' '":·,::.,.,' 

':·":;::'_~- ./-~; 

easily" ( 1 05). !he. ~ister' s response is a penetrative w~rd that raises Esperanza to a level 
I" ' ' '' ;.::.-~ ~ 

of self-conscio~sne~s~. According to ~ikhail Bakhtin'1:lie penetrative word is "a word 

capable of actively a.nd ponfidently. i:r:tterfering in the interior dialogue of the other person, 

helping that person_ t~ find his,own voice" (Bakhtin 242). Esperanza becomes conscious 

of her indispen~able responsibility to enter in and partake in the dialogue of Mango 

Street. This pene~rative word causes her to become aware of her identity and unique 
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voice and purpose in relation to Mango Street 7:-to leave only t<>"come back for "the ones 

who cannot leave as easily" (105). Jacqueline.Doyle elaboratesonEsperanza's new 

found relation and responsibility to Mango Street in "More Room ofHer Own: Sandra 

Cisneros' The House on Mango Street": 

Yet Mango Street becomes an integral part of herself, the source of her art 

and her freedom ... If Mango Street; is "not the way they told it at all," 

then Esperanza's developing resolve is to re-member herself through a 

new telling that will not erase realities, and to begin by circling back ... 

Bache lard suggests that circular structures."help tis to collect ourselves, 

permit us to confer an initial constitution on ourselves," and advises that 

"by remembering 'houses' and 'rootp.s,' .we ,learn to 'abide' within 

ourselves" (234, xxxiii) ... remembering Mango Street is nevertheless 

intimately connected to·the formation of her identity as a woman, an adult 

member of her community, and a writer. (20) 

The sister also provides Esperanza with an exterior charge~rie ·that involves her 

community. Esperanza's return to Mango Street would be ~eaningless if it had no 

connection to the.women of her community. She will "reme~ber" for her own sake, but 

will '"come back" for "the ones who cannot leave as easily" (105). This charge is 

connected to her hands-the source of her writing. Just as·her hands carry the power to 

create and re-write, so she must return to help others re~create their own destiny andre-

write their own story. Esperanza leaves the three sistersfeelinga "little confused" (105); 
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but al~ough she is young, "the brutality ofEspenmza:sioss ofinhoc~nce, coupled with 

the visit by the 'three sisters' who encourage her escape;is the c~1:al):'s,t which finally 
):',\ 

convinces Esperanza it is time to find a 'house all my own ... " (Mar~k 184). 

The following story, "Alicia & I Talking;on Edna's Steps" i11¥Uediately portrays 

an upset and bitter Esperanza who resents her home and··Mango Str~et. Frustrated 
! 

Esperanza tells Alicia, "I don't have a house" (106)o"Aliciaattempisto remind Esperanza 

of her home address, but Esperanza is consumed by • a feeling ofdisAonnection and 

abandonment. Esperanza expresses her resentment to,1Alida:· 

I don't belong. I don't ever want to come from· here .. you have a home, 
,, \:'~'1 I 

Alicia, and one day you'll go there, toe!' town your,~~ember, but me I 

never had a house, not even a photograph .. ··. onlyo~e I dream of. (106-

07) 

In a direct manner, Alicia reminds Esperanza "like it or not you are Mango Street, and 

one day you'll come back too" (107). Cisneros portrays ~sper~~ as being frustrated and 
" l' 

gives her complaint a melancholic tone. She is determinedto~isregard the despondency 
',' ,),·j, 

that Mango Street has left in her mind and rii:ver retuni.:_"!'l0i me.
1

~ot until somebody 

makes it better" (1 07). The same environment th.at shapedn~r;resistance to Mango Street 

is now forming her newfound self-awareness and self~fe-aliz~ti~n t~~~ she must leave 

Mango Street only to return-she is the one who can help "rriake it 8,etter." Frye's third 
: .. :.; 

JeveJ of imagination has been reached by Esperanza. Her' reason to return to Mango Street 

is not only to meet the basic needs of"the ones who cannot out" (110), but in order to 
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create a new space for herself, her voice, and for all women alike. The.third level of 

imagination moves Esperanza from desire to the· empo\Verinerifto construct and create a 

new humari experience for women. 1:: 

J~i' as Esperanza utilizes her imaginatiolfin ordertotranscend.the border of the 

windows ontMango Street, in the same way Cisner6s''development o{Cleofilas in 

"Woman Hollering Creek" can also be described through Frye's levels.ofthe mind. 
' 

Cleofilas' imagination was always filled by the chiiract'ers ·and'plots,ofh~r favorite 

telenovelas and by the novels she read. Contrary to Espefa.riz1t;her ima~1~ation has not 

had the opportunity to run free or imagine beyond· the confines ofwhat ~he sees and what 

is placed before her. Cleofilas defines "passion" as·'-'the kind the.pooks a,nd songs and 

te/enovelas aescribe when one finds, finally, the greatiove of one'slife~' (44). Therefore, 

"the level. ~)f consciousness and awareness" for 8leofilas has alw~ys bee~ defined by 

what is and what is not portrayed and/or accepte'd through those fo~s.~fmedia, until she 

has a rude awakening and discovers that her life'is'nof~· .. a telenovelq.~.,: .. 
.' ' c~ 

Cisn~ros demonstrates Cleofilas' awareriess'ofthis trutl,I by inc,orporating more 
~ ·~ '~:. :t-' 

~·. ··~· >Y'~ 

vivid adjectives in order to describe the realityofthe:situation Cleofil~ has married into. 

First of all CleofilaS has entered into an abusive mamage-"lip split, "orchid of blood," 
' . >><,·<!-){' 

."; '\~f,., 

she is left ''stunned," "speechless," "motionless/''ancr"riumb".(47~~)~. Secondly, she has 

entered into i:t"situation in which there is no dialogue. When she joins Juan Pedro at the 

ice house~· Cleofilas ''sits mute beside their conversation" (that of Juan Pedro and his 

friends) (48). When her husband abuses her, CleofiJas:can "thiflk of nothing to say, sa[ys] 
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~othing" nor does.he; Juan Pedro merely "we~p[~]JH<.e a child, his tears of repentance, 

and shame, ~s ~ime and each" ( 48). Eventually:~le9~las begins to enter a 

contemplati~e r~alization that Juan Pedro is,not,"the m~ [she~as] waited [her] whole 

life for" ( 49). ·'~She has to remind herself why s4~Joyes him" . ~ . "or wonder a little 

when he kicks ~h~ refrigerat<?r" and complains ofthe h:ouse, "the baby's howling," and 

"her suspici~~ questions" ( 49). "He is not very tall, no, and he doesn't look like the men 

on the teleno~t;,las," "his face still scarred from a~ne,'~ J~e has a beer belly, "husky," and is 

the man who ~'farts," "belches," "snores,': "lauglli;," '~'~isses,'' ''holds her," "curses," 

''demands,"- "this man, this father, this riyal,:t4is:k(!~per; this lord, this master, this 
' ' 

husband till king~om come" ( 49). Throughoutthi~ sp~culative section, Cisneros 

juxtaposes the adjectives o~ descriptions used.by,G!~~filas in order to describe her 

husband. By jumping from one extreme to the;next7 "this rival;'' to "this keeper"-

Cisneros i~ reflecting the thought process ofC~eofiJas in deciphering whether Juan Pedro 

really is all she i!llagined, or better yetsimpJy,all, ~h'!ther telenovles had imagined for her. 

Cleo!ilas contemplates returning ~o herJat~~r'shome,-but quickly dismisses the 

notion on account,gfthe-~'town of gossJps" (~9).-Besid.~s "towns here are built so that you 

have to depen~ on husbands. Or you.st(lyhome~ Qr.YOU: drive. !~you're rich enough to 

own, allowed to drive, your own cru::" (50-Sl).,.Th~,<!is.cord in her home escalates; and the 

more she repe<?ts on her life, the more she re~ltzes J~at. ~here is nothing to her life or her 

name-"Cleofilasde ... ? ... Everything happened to __ women with names like jewels. 

But what happened to a Cleofilas? Nothing. Buta cracl( in the face" (53). Sitting and 
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starring by the creek with her child and~another in'herwomb>Cieofilas finally becomes 

aware of the miserable condition she is in~· Not:orily is she hUrting for herself but also for 

her son and the child on the way. She soon realizes that her "own life begins to resemble 

La Llorona 's" (Doyle 57} and decides that "instead of submitting to the story of the 

legend, [she will] seek help and ... finds it in two women named Felice (Happiness) and 

Gracie! a (Grace)'' (Kevane 64 ). 

, In taking:into account not only her own well.:.being, but the safety of her children, 

Cleofi)as has transcended to the second level 'of imagination-·· ."the level of social 

participation.",This level is defined by movement and actionyerbs and is indicative, 

according to Frye, of an individual's moving towardstransfo~ing his or her 

environment 'CJeofilas is aware that she cannot change her husband; however she can 

influence and change the fate of her children.·~For that reason she begins to devise a plan 

for gettirig'out and returning tc:> her father's home."Cisneros,describes Cleofilas' asking 

Juan Pedro to take her to a doctor's appointment, pleading for a ride and for money to 

pay "the new. baby's medical expenses" (53). She' aisures hi~ that she will not mention 

anything about Juan Pedro's beating her-"she can say she fell down the front steps or 

slipped whenshe was outin the backyard; slipped out back, she could tell him that" (53). 

Cisneros writes this section in a code-switching style. It begins in the third omniscient 

point" of view and then ends with Cleofilas' speaking in the fir~t person point of view. 

But please, at least for the doctor.visit. She won~t ask for anything else. 

She'has to. Why is she so·anxious? Because. Because she is going to 
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make sure the baby is not turned arout1d bapkward this time to split her 

down the center. Yes. Next Tuesda~;at five.7t~. I'll have Juan Pedrito 

dressed and ready. But those are the only shges he has. I'll polish them, 

and we'll be ready. As soon as you come fro,:r,nwork. We won't make you 

ashamed. (53) 

According to Frye, in The Well-Tempered Critic, the demotic tendency "is to minimize 

the difference between literature and speech [andlt?;seek <>,ut the associative or prose 

rhythms that are used in speech and reproduce the~jn liter~ture" (94). By using this 

form of code-switching, particularly in this pivotal~cenari.<?, Cisneros displays the 

internal and introspective dialogue taking place within Cle<?filas. In using "she" and "I" 

interchangeably, Cisneros makes implications ofthe,meditative nature for the reader, 

allowing the reader to read Cleofilas' story as anout~ider and. then move the reader 

gradually into closer proximity with the use of~'I:' .~,!fthe audience were reading their 

own story. 

Finally, Cleofilas arrives to the third lt?Ye.J o(imagination-the level of 

construction and creation. Cleofilas' de~ire to .. escap~ is prompted by her desire to meet 

the basic,~eeds of her children and her own personal;~ell-:being. However, it is not until 

she meets Felice (Happiness) that she gains an understanding of what she is empowered 

to create. 

All morning that flutter of half-fear, ha~f-doupt. At any moment Juan 

Pedro might appear in the doorway ... There was that to think about, yes, 
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until the woman in the pickup drove tip. Then·lli(!re wasn't time to think 

about anything but the pickup pointed toward· S~ Antonio ... But when 

they drove across the arroyo, the driver opened her mouth and let out a 

yell as loud as any mariachi. Which startled not only Cleofilas, but Juan 

Pedrito as well ... Every time I cross that bridge I do that. Because of the 

name, you know. Woman Hollering. Pues, f holler ... Did you ever 

notice, Felice continued, how nothing arol.md h.ere is named after a 

woman? Really. Unless she's the Virgin·~.·~ That's why I like the name of 

that arroyo. Makes you want to holler 'like Taizan, right? Everything about 

this woman, this Felice, amazed Cleofilas. Thefact that she drove a 

pickup. A pickup, mind you, but when Cleofilas asked if it was her 

husband's, she said she didn'thave:a husband~ The pickup was hers. She 

herself had chosen it. She herself waS paying for it ... What kind of talk 

was that coming from a woman? Clei)filas thought. But then again, Felice 

was like no woman she'd ever met/Crui'you i~agine ... (55-56) 

Felice empowers Cleofilas to create new visions "thairedefine femininity and the female 

voice. Prior to this experience, Cleofilas' defiilitiori'ofthe female role was left to what 

her culture and the te/enove/as could show her-a woman's only role was marrying, 

having children, and keeping her home. Now she has been empowered to challenge the 

paradigms she is presented and ask questions. Contrary to the myth of La Llorona, which 
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defines the woman and the_ use ofypice to~symbolize "pain or rage" (56), now Cleofilas 

un~ers~ds that her voice can be used to express_happiness and "laughter" (56). 

, · .,.F~nally, another characteristic ofCisneros;.·:w.orks that are characteristic of Frye's 

demo~ic style is the presence of the sublime. Sublimity is used by Cisneros in order to 

open_ .up, the dialogue of the protagonist to reader. and incite reflection and response. 

Lo~ginus, one of Frye's sources from antiquity;,explainsthe five sources of sublimity: 

t It may be said that there are five particularly fruitful sources of the grand 

. style, and beneath these five there lies as a common foundation the 

command of language, ,without,which nothing worthwhile can be done. 

Jbe first and most important is the.8;bility to form grand conceptions, as I 

have explained in. my commentary:on Xenophon. Second comes the 

stimulus of powerful and inspired emotion. These two elements of the 

sublime are very largely innate, while the remainder are the product of 

art-that is, the. proper, form,ation ofthe two· types of figures, figures of 

thought and figures of speech, toge~er with the creation of a noble 

diction which in its turn may beresolvedirito the choice of words, the use ' . " 

. of imagery'. and the elaboration of the styl~~ The fifth source of grandeur, 
<t'i 

, · which embraces all those I have already me~tioned, is the total effect 

resulting from dignity and elevation. (Dorsch 1 08) 

Cisneros' vignette "Red Clowns" and the descriptions she uses to describe Cleofilas' 

abusive.environment reflect Longinus' use of imagery and style to build up to the 
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d', " 

sublime. However, in order for the "total effect" to take place and the demotic ,stYle to be 
.-;,>" t' ·, ' 

complete, the text must demonstrate a meditative quality that incites a response~ s'oth' 
~ . .'; ' ... '. 

metaphor and imagination are used in literature to appeal to the emotions .. Jheirpres~nce: 
I )~J;'\, i ' ' ' 

in both of Cisneros' works serves as examples ofNorthrop Frye's hieraticstyle. However 

to read Cisneros' works and draw attention to only the aesthetic qualities of the text 
j ' 

would be to miss the underlining rhetorical feature that is represented in eacht.text. · 
:r ~':, 

Charles Sears Baldwin in Ancient Rhetoric and Poetic alludes to the effectiveness of/ 

oratory as being based in its form and function: 

Besides making ideas clear, imagery in oratory, as well as in poetry, .. 
~. j 

makes facts live. Thus it is not merely stylistic beauty; it h~ its function ~t 
'' 

the very base of oratory, in the subject-matter, in the very fac~s. M*e the 

audience visualize these facts, see them, hear them, live in, Jhem by: 

imagination, and you have done something more effectiveJh~ .~arshalit1g 
'~·' •, 

them as evidence and urging your inferences. By the imaginatiye illusion 
' ' 

of actuality the audience is not merely convinced; it is captured. In such~ . 
. t~ 

passages, rather than in reason, oratory reaches its heights. (129) 
<.~£ 

Cisneros' manner of capturing her audience is through the use of the penetrativ~ W()rd or, 
• ~:- . t 

'• i' ·~i 

as Frye describes it, raising the consciousness of the reader. The penetrative i~~~ublime;~n 

nature and is indicative of the high demotic style. 
' ; ' : \ ~ 

' .'• '· -I 

Northrop Frye in his chapter, "Manual of Style," states that "the hi~h demo~ic 

style is essentially aphoristic, whether it is in verse or prose," and "deals, ,ll:lmost 
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necessarilr, wi~,the traditional ~d the famili.~, an? with those moments ofre~ponse to 

what we feel .~ost deeply in ourselves" (The· PY,e!l,r[empered Critic 1 01-02). "They are of 

relatively shoq duration" and."dep~nd on ... ,.~tP.~:~stive participation of the reader or 

hearer: the):' '-~e. points which the reader recogpize_s_ (lS appropriate for the focusing of his 

own con.s~io_usness" (The Well~Tempere_dCrit~c ~0~). "They are moments when the 

normal d~~chment that separates reader from ~~~F gives way to the reader's feeling that 

he has not simply understood the writer,_but has entered into.some kind of common 
' ' " ·., - ' " '·· ' ~ - '. ' . '"' 

ground or. qr~er. with him" (The Well Tempere,c{ firitic 10 ~ -02). The aphoristic style 

"suggests to the. reader that [there] is something he must stop and meditate on" and has 
' _tt,l . . . ,, .. · _,._, 

been in ~~~~~ ages apd cultures the standard r~?-e!oric ~f wisdom" (The Well-Tempered 

Critic 81); A,nc~xample of this demotic,style_can:be seen in the penetrative questions that 

are posed in both ofCisneros' works. ..'; 

In x·~he House on Mango, Street Esperanza is posed a question by her friend Alicia 

concerning ~ho is going to change,M~go Street--:-"Who's going to do it? The mayor?" 

( 1 07). The q~~stion.is demotic in natur(!_·: _It is brief and on the surface appears to be of no 

significance. ~o_we,ver, th,ere are two levels at work here. On one level, Alicia is speaking 

directly to Espe~'s question concerning who will make Mango Street better; and on 
.,i'' F 

another level Cisneros is dialoging with her readers and all women in general, 
%, "<;,.;. ' ' 

encouragipg r~ne~tion.and inci~ii~g .aresponse to the silence_and stillness women have 

experienced. Throuw the ~outh o.fa babe (young Alicia} Cisneros asks her audience, 

H\Vho's going to d~)t? _The mayor?" an~chall~nges the reader to reflect on his or her 
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own ~'Mango Street" and/or "window," to ponder'tne question as it relates to his or her 

enviroirment, and ultimately to participate in the response. , 

·In "Woman Hollering Creek" it is Graciela's'question to Felice that stands out as 

the penetrative word. At the beginning of the conversation~ Felice is reluctant to assist 

Cleofilas by giving her a ride, leading the reader to believe that Cleofilas' request has 

posed an inconvenience to Felice. However, Graciela insists, asking Felice, "If we don't 

help her, who will?" (54). While the conversation be~eeri Felice and Graciela is written 

by Cisneros as a one-sided monologue, it is apoign.ant.poirit in this short story, 

transcending to the demotic style. Just as Alicia's penetrative statement to Esperanza 

positions her to come back to Mango Street for those who cannot leave, in the same way 

Gracieia's (grace) question "If we don't help her, who Will?" heightens the level of 

consciousness of Felice and aligns her into being·ari agenf of change. In the same manner 

through this conversation Cisneros subliminally dialogue·s with the reader exposing any 

excuse that could keep women from respondirig'to'the needs around them. An important 

lesson is-realized-one's voice is noronly for.the·benefitofoneself; it is ultimately to 

serve the purpose of others. 

The response of Esperanza and Felice hetpsto shape new paradigms for the 

women in their community. The power ofihe written word, in Esperanza's case, and the 

power of the spoken word, as in Felice's case serve to create new options, new visions, 

and construct new definitions of who women are and who they can become. Northrop 

Frye elaborates on the power of words in The Well-Tempered Critic "The only new 
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worlds for man are those which the free disciplin.ed.use of words can help create" (51). In 

Richard A. Lanham's A Handlist of Rhetorical Terms, Lanham sheds light on Aristotle's 

concept of metaphor: "Aristotle's explanation ofh2w a llletaphor works conceives of 

metaphor not only as comparison between two elt?lllents 1Jut creation of a third, new 

meaning" (1 00). Aristotle in Rhetoric states the fo~lowiJ!g:. 

We all naturally find it agreeable to.get h<?J~ of new ideas easily: words 

express ideas, and therefore those w~rds c:rr.~ the most agreeable that enable 

us to get hold of new ideas. Now str~ge.o~ords simply puzzle us; 

ordinary words convey only ~h~t vye kno~ already; it is from metaphor 

that we can best get hold of so.mething fre_sh" (III.141 Ob) 

When ,the hieratic and the demotic function together, metaphors take on a fresh new 

meaning; and, according to Frye, there is "a~eightening ~[consciousness accompanied 

by pleasure" (The fVell Tempered Critic ,137)~ ..In,.~isneros' The House on Mango Street, 

the metaphor of Mango Street has converted !nto .(l place of freedom and deliverance 

rather than a place of confinement and.\Y~iting •. ~~~her than hold her in, Mango Street has 

helped Esperanza create a new defmitionofwh~! Mango Street can become. 

I put it down on p~per and then th~~.ghost does not ache so much. I write it 

down and Mango sc:tys goo9bye sometimes/She does not hold me with 

both anns. She sets me free. (110) 

In Cisneros' Iasty,ignette, "Ma11go Says qoo.dbye Somet~~es," Esperanza completes the 

circle, as the three sisters advised, through her writing. ~h~ does not wait until she has 
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physically left the 'boundaries of Marigo Street; ill the midst of the confines of Mango 

Street, Esperanza begins to give voice to her 'story::: 

I like· to tell stories. I am going to tell you a story about a girl who didn't 

want to belong. We didn't always live on Mango Street. Before that we 

lived on Loomis on the third floor;·and before that we lived on Keeler. 

· Before Keeler it was Paulina, bur what I remember most is Mango Street, 

sad red house, the house l beldng but did not belong to." (1 09-1 0) 

The.excei"}Jt "echoes the beginning" ofthe·frrsf'vigri'ette in the text, but Esperanza's 

perspective' of Mango Street has changed.(Brilill(··t44). Beth Brunk illustrates the power 

ofEspenuiza's address and the "you" ihatCisnerosspecifies in the delivery of 

EsperanZa's story: , ~.. 

She directly addresses her·audienc~whether it be the mujeres, the 

women, to whom the book is· dedicated, those who symbolically live on 

Mango Street, or anyone who has cared. to read this account of Esperanza 

· and her experience on Mango Street-· ~ho realizes that the story 

: Esperanza believes she is about to tell. is the one she has already told. This 

,' "you" gives the ·story direction, a recipient. Just as we realize the 

vignettes employing free indirect discourse have an intended audience; 

. Esperanza realizes that she has an audience for the entire story she now 

has to tell/has already told.· While it seems that many of the previous 

stories were told simply forthe sake' of telling, this direct address to the 
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audience at the end blankets the entire book, gives the entire story 

meaning. It has been (or will be). told..with the intention of someone 

hearing it. ( 148) 

By re-writing the stories that were. once penned 'exclusively by the hands of men, 

Esperanza is given "the freedom to imagine new1scripts for women's lives" and '~liberate 

the ,w9men ,~'?und he~r from the tyrannies of male houses and male plots" (Doyle 18-19). 

Esper.anza:"establishes a hopeful voice thatplayfully.di~ogues with those in the local 

community" (Sl~boda 96), and becomes the.~~embodiment of female possibility, [and] a 

metapho~ for a woman who takes charge of herown life" (De Valdes 288). 

In the same manner, the metap~or of "passion" is redefined for Cleofilas in 

"Wom.an Hollering Creek~" She thoug~t it \-Vas "passion" that had caused her to marry 

Juan Pedro and cross the arroyo to the other side, but Cleofilas finds out that the "passion 

ii~ its ptJ.feSt crystalline essence" is not what is found in the telenovelas (Spanish soap 

operas), but rather "when one finds the great love of one's life and does whatever one 

can, m~st do, at whatever th<? cost".( 44 T-;-even if it means running away from an abusive 

marriag~ and seeking help. In addition, the myth and definition of La Llorona is recreated 

for Cleofilas .. Felice intervenes and redefines the meaning of La Llorona for Cleofilas 

with a simple yelL Felice's yell is not one of anguish or pain, as the legend of the creek 

would denote, but rather a yell of power and liberation like that of"Tarzan" (55). 

Whereas the Mexican-American culture had defined"hollering" as a cry of anguish, 

suffering, and pain, Felice challenged Cleofilas to redefine the meaning of"hollering" in 
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order to liberate herself and become an active participant. "Felice fractures the 

patriarchalnarratives of womanhood that have ·co'n.strained Cleofilas' way of thinking 

about herself and her potential" (Madsen 118)~ The legend of La Llorona found in 

"Women Hollering Creek" is used to margincilii~ w~men and define their identity. 

However, by using the avenue of folklore, "Cisneros:rewrite~ the principal icons of 

Mexican womanhood: La Llorona ... in order to reiiiscribe' ... in powerful and active-

rather than suffering and passive-terms" (Curiel' 55f. Saridra Cisneros' Woman 

Hollering Creek challenges women to redefirie their identity and "sees this reconstruction 

of the myths .and the living identities tied to 'theni as ii''communal process, shared with 

other Chicana writers, which she calls, .. c~','reinventirig ourselves, revising ourselves. We 

accept oui clilttire, but not without adaptmg [it to ]ourselves as women'" (Wyatt 267). 

There is a common thread in Cisneros' The House on Mango Street and Woman 

Hollering Creek and Other Stories. Botli'works ~eiterate th~ presence of high demotic 

style in the course of a dialogue between'two'female~s~-0~ o~e end of the spectrum, there 

is Alicia corive.rsing with Esperanza; and~'on the other, there is Gracie Ia and Felice 

talking on th'e telephone: Both ask a 'similar question; "~o :is going to help? Who is 
',.:•'i 

going to mak~ it better?'' The heightened moment is conc~~yed in the midst of dialogue. 

What truth~does this convey? Cisneros is demonstrating t~at.~he power of women to 

break the silence is not found within their own individual argument or monologue, but it 

is hidden within the context of genuine dialogue betWeen mothers and daughters and 

woman to woman. The expression of Cisneros' voice through her works has prompted 
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women to open their mouths and discover their own unique sound and has encouraged 

women to dialogue within their own community i~_ order to activate change from the 

inside out. Just as Esperanza is writing to the women of Mango Street and just as Felice 
' . I 

is teaching Cleofilas to open her mouth and laugh, Cisneros is also using these works to 

address women who have been displaced, marginalized, and oppressed so as to raise 

them to a higher level of self-consciousness and awareness and prompt them to imagine 

beyond their own windows and arroyos. Cisneros is initiat_ing a dialogue among women 

by provoking the word through the presentation of the word. T~is dialogism "invites new 
. '( 

possibilities for activism and change ... and also suggests an ,identity in dialectic 

response, always open and ongoing" (Bauer 2). Deborah ~adsen, a Cisneros literary 

critic and scholar, describes Cisneros as "represent[in~] the ~ew Mestiza/Chicana 

consciousness of daughters who resist and refuse to accept the constraints against which . \•; ·'·. 

their mothers and grandmothers have chafed and which limited their lives ... "and her 

literature "celebrates this breaking of constraints and liberati()n of possibilities" (Madsen 

40). Alongside Esperanza's voice and Cleofilas' laughter~,w~ hear the voice of Cisneros 

resonating to a greater audience of women:, provok~ng t~em t?,· respond. Her work is not 

finalized by the confines of a back book cover -~d a period ~!:the end of her last vignette; 

but rather her work is only the beginning of a greater dialogue, that ends with a blank 

page, an open space, inviting the reader to engage in the dialogue, becoming aware of his 

or her voice and the power it holds if he or she are willing to respond and join the 

communal conversation. 
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CHAPTER In'··., 

APOCALYPTIC AESTHETICS: THE STYLE AND SPEECH OF CATHARSIS IN 

TONI MORRISON'S THE BLUEST EYE AND SULA 

"Literature is a human apocalypse, man's revelatio'n.to man, and criticism is not a body 
of adjudication, but the awareness of that revelation,. the last judgment of mankind." 
-Northrop Frye, The Educated Imagination . · · . · · · · 

One of the major debates centered on poetry, which is fixed in antiquity and has 

remained a subject of open discussion in the area ofliterature, revolves around the 

question: "Do poetry and literature in general have. ~·valid and authorial voice in 

society?" In a lecture series entitled From Plato to Po~tmodernism: Understanding the 
. . .· ·.: , .. · ·z ~- ., , . 

Essence of Literature and the Role oft he Author, Professor Louis Markos goes back to 
·,· 

antiquity to describe Plato's concept of"mimesis and how it branded some forms of 

poetry as an unreliable source of truth in Ph1t~'~ eyes: "Plato felt poetry played to the 

weaker and irrational side of [the] psych~'' (Mark~s): Plato did not believe that poetry 

had a place in matters of state. He even challenged the poets, not allowing them back into 

the Republic unless they could bring a defense in either prose or verse that proved that 

poetry "had a useful function in a well-~rdered stat~~ pt}rposed not only to please but to 

also teach its hearers, and would not deceive but .serve'to reveal greater truths" (Markos). 

In essence poetry had to be socially functional. 
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Robert D. Denham, expert on the work.ofNorthrop Frye, writes.in Northrop Frye 

on Culture and Literature that Frye's "The. Well-Tempered Critic is o1:uf of [Frye's] 

efforts to mark the intimate relatipnshipbetween literarystyle and,~odal meaning" (12-

13). When it comes to literary criticism, Northrop :frye has .been a strortg proponent for 

the fusion of the aesthetic and social aim of literatur$!; however, F~e is:·not the first to 

step into this ongoing dialogue. The prevalence and recurrence of this debate can be 

traced throughout literary history. M.A.,R. Habib expounds on the transformation of 
. . ,' ':)1;~J, 

aesthetics in A History of Literary Criticism: f'rom Plato to the Present: 
'\ ~,. ,. ,, 

Our sometimes narrow conception oft~e~~'purely'!:aest~etic o~·.!~terary dimension 

of a text would have been regarded as strange and puZziil1g b)' virtually any 

writer, thinker, or critic before the end of the eightee~th cenillry. Since the 

inception of literary criticism over two thousand yearsag_o, ihe;aesthetic has been 

viewed as necessarily imbricated in political, moral, and educ~~ional issues. 
f ~-; 

Neither Plato nor the ancient Greek poets such as H9me:ran4~ij~siod, neither 
,., ~~ . . ~· > !li' L 

,\·· ,~,~, :, 

\. ~.''' :\' 

Virgil nor Dane nor Shakespeare nor contemporary Russian,Jsraeli, or Palestinian 
', . :~·._ ,, ' '·~, 

poets, would understand the notion of" art for art's sak~.',' or the idea that we 
.·.;'! 

should read literature as literature. This narrow aestheti~~sm is primarily a 

creature of luxury, arising in a highly secluded and·dep'o}~ticized academic 
\; ' 

environment where the study of literature: can afford to bea me~e exercise, a study 

of mere verbal virtuosity. Such an attitude-.. along with the so~called "theory" that 
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it has attempted to reject-has 'sometimes helped foster the self-isolation 

of academia from the political,:· economic, and cultural process. In spite of 

our best intentions, 'We lovers Of liteiathre and proponents of radical theory 

have unwittingly conspired-through the very sophistication of our 

language-to deprive ourselves of any voice; to seal off our studies from 

·their potential application to the· important issues that engulf our lives ... 

We need to draw on the richness of om literary, philosophical, and 

literary-critical heritage in order to realize the potential of the humanities 

to foster increased understanding of our world~ (775-76) 

Literature's.st}rlistic form functions as a voice to universal issues of the day and opens the 

door for dialogue to take place. 

Northrop Frye outlines in the Anaiomy of Criticism the manner in which rhetoric 

inextricably works to construct a textual form that is both ae~thetically appealing and 

socially functional. 
1'( 
:~ ~ 

i Rhetoric has from the beginning meant~o things: ornamental speech and 

persuasive speech.:These two things seem p~ychologically opposed to 

each other, as the desire to ornament is ess~!ltially disinterested, and the 
:~;'1:\ 

r ' ''·' 

desire to persuade essentially the reverse. I~Jact ornamental rhetoric is 
\ 

inseparable from literature itself, or what we ~ave called the hypothetical 

verbal structure which exists for its'"o\Vn sak~. Persuasive rhetoric is 

applied literature, or die t1se ofliterar)' art to reinforce the power of 
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argument .. qmamental rhetoric.· a~~s on its hearers statically, leading them 

~o admire its own beauty or w!t;_ persuasive r~etoric tries to lead them 

kinetic,ally toward a course of action. One articulates emotion· the other .. ,. . ·, ' ' 

.. manipulates it. (245) 

The ornamental rhetoric of an artistic piecejncit~s aesthetic contemplation while the 

persuasive rhetoric gives direction to the reader: s emotions. In essence, working hand in 

hand in literature, ornamental and persuasive rh~toric can be likened to Frye's 

amalgamation 9fthe hieratic and demotic styles_tocreatethe '.'meditative" quality of a 

work. 

In Frye's Thf! Well-Tempered Critic ~~~_hieratic style is based on the Aristotelian 

Classical tradition that "focuses on the thing made, and assumes an emotional balance or 

detachments w~ich we see in such aspects of it as catharsis" (115). Once the senses and 

imaginations are aligned, there is a mom~ntof,'-'catharsis"that can influence behavior. 

William Hannon and Hugh Holmon define the historical trajectory of catharsis inA 

Handbook to Literature: 

In the Poetics Aristotle,- in defming tragedy, sees its objective as being 
'• ~ ' - ' . . '· .. . , .... ' ·• ' 

"through· pity ar1d _fe_ar:.effec~ing the proper purgation [catharsis] of these 

emotions ... Some believeJhat the spectators, by vicarious participation, 
' -- . '!> 

learn _thr~ughthe fate of,theJ~agi<; hero, that fear and pity are destructive 

and thereby learn to avoid th~lll_in their own live~ (this interpretation is 

cle~ly didactic)"'". Still_ oth(!rs see the_~agic hero as a scapegoat on 
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which the excessive emotions ofthe~spectator'can be placed, leaving the 

spectator at the end calm, "all pa5siori spent '1(82) 

CaU1arsis, plot, and tragedy are all intricate components of the hieratic style. In the 

previous chapter it was noted that in the works of Sandra Cisneros, female protagonists 

had the opportunity to transcend their borders and' limitations' ending on a positive note. It 

makes sense for an inspiring or uplifting work to incite dialogue and cause readers to 

reimagine the possibilities of what could become 'of their own community. However, 

looking through the lens ofNorthrop Frye's hieratic style, it is evident that even tragic 

works can' be aesthetically shaped and sociallyfunctiorial. One author who masterfully 

includes the hieratic and the demotic, the aesthetic'andthe social, the form and the 

function operating concurrently in her text is Toni Morrison~ Morrison states in an 

interview recorded in Marc C. Conner's The Aesthetics ofToni Morrison: Speaking the 

Unspeakable "for me ... a novel has to be socially responsible as well as very beautiful" 

(x). 

Toni Morrison was born Chloe Anthony Wofford in 1931 in Lorain, Ohio, to 

George and Ramah Wofford. She was the second of four c~,~ldren born to a black 

working-class family. While she came from humble roots,, her family instilled in her a 

"love of reading, music, and folklore" ("Toni Morrison"). From a young age she 

demonstrated great intelligence and motivation:; She grew up in an integrated 

neighborhood'but yet remained oblivious to any differences between her and her peers. If 

she stood out from the others, it was due to her academic achievements. Upon graduating 
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with honors from Lorain High School, she furt;h,ere~,:g~~ education at Howard University 

and Cornell University. She began her academic teacJung career afTexas Southern 

University later returning to teach at Howard U¢ye~si-ty~ t4en transferred to a position at 

Princeton University and from 1989-2006 held an enqnwed"chair at Princeton University. 

Morrison's career includes a wide array offaculti .. es .. She has serv.e. d as an editor at 
< ••• ._,. •• •• ' -·-· 

Random House, a literary critic, a public lecture~, _and apr9fessor;however no profession 

has given her greater influence and recognition than her office as ~ter. It was in 1970 

that Morrison debuted her writing talent as a noyelist. J\.s a novelist, Morrison has written 

more than ten novels and has received numerous distinguished· awards and recognitions 

such as the 1980 National Council of the Arts award an.d the 1988Pulitzer Prize. In 2006 

her novel Beloved was named by The New York Times Bo()_~Review as the best novel of 

the past twenty-five years. Her higher international r~_~ognition'came with the 1993 

Nobel Prize for Literature. 

Like Northrop Frye, Morrison is a stt:ong proponent for,'th~~ importance of inciting 
r ~', ~ 

a dialogue in one's own community. In her 1993 Npbel Prize sp~.~ch, Morrison spoke to 

the power that resides in language: "The vi~ality of language lie~., in its ability to limn the 
·i:'\1. 

actual, imagined and possible lives of its sp~akers, reader~, [andf~ters" ("Toni 
'' 

Morrison-Nobel Lecture"). Through the avenue of C(ltharsis Mo~son becomes an 

apocalyptic voice whose works lead her readers, as_~pokenin Mo~son's own words, "to 

bear witness to what is" (Conner xxi-xxiD. Throughout her literary career the critical 

reception of Morrison's works has varied due to the,tragic and at times disturbing images 
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found in her novels such as a mother killing her daughter, an innocent~aughter b~ing 
I ' '(,' ' · .. ; 

raped by her father, and a mother incinerating her adult son who is addicted ~odrugs. It 
) l,' ~·~ I • \ O ; 

1 

can be difficult to reconcile the beautiful with the tragic, yet "lite~ary fu~~ry has~earing 
. ' ' ' . ,' :~1; 

on our ability to find meaning and purpose in the midst oftragedy'\(Markos.):;Toni 

Morrison's hieratic and cathartic function in The Bluest Eye and Su!acan.be:identified 

through her sty listie use of Aristotelian plot and pathos which can be exemplified,through 
' ~; f , o/ ' , ,. (w ··,I. 

the presence of bastard speech and the absence of genuine speech .. 

Northrop Frye defines the middle hieratic style in The Well-:-Terrlpered Critic in 
. ' \ ., . ·.~. ( ., ' . ~~ ' 

,r'i\"·.;·· 

the following passage: 

Middle style represents literature as an art of conventiona},comm~ication, 
~~Jf\ 

so that its rhetoric tends to become either habitual or transparent, or both, 

and it expresses itself primarily in a sense of structure~ ]i:o{struct~~ is 

what our attention is focused on as soon as we become .~9cust~med to a 
~ \ ·~.,-~.' ,' 'l!~ .\~··, 

style or do not notice it. (I 00) 

The catharsis found in the hieratic style is bound by an emphasis on th~.~truc,?rre or form 

of the tex4 as Frye commonly refers to it. The structure applied to Morrt,son's text can be 

seen in the Aristotelian plot arrangement. Aristotle in the Poeticsi~~~ssi.g~s [plot] the chief 
,'>' ''<,:!, 

I f h 
· ·

1
· and calls it 'the first principle, then, and.to speak fig. uratively, p ace o onor tn \vrt tng . . · . . :( 

-· '·· ..-- . ( ~~": ;· 

h I f d '(P 1· s VI t450a, 80)" (Harmon and Holman 386).Aris .. totle t e sou o tragc y oe rc , . , , ·. ·: :, , 
\· ·.\' 

· f 1 t . " · mple plots " which are "episodic ... which t .. h~ epis. odes 
outhncs t\\'O types o p o s. st ' .: . .·· < ~, ... 

•\ . ~ 

· h d for the laws of probability or necessity" (I~, .. 145lb, 48-
fo1Jo\v each other \VJt out rcgar .. ; ... 
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49) and "complex plots when its change of fortune arises throught~~ognition or reversal 

or both" and "occur from prior events either out of necessity lor according to the laws of 
i ,, 

probability" (X, 1452a, 5-6, 8-9). Furthermore Aristotl~ clearly ~tat~s that a "story must 

be constructed as in tragedy, dramatically, round a single piece of adtion, whole and 

complete in itself, with a beginning, middle and end,,so that like a single living organism 

it may produce its own peculiar form of pleasure" (Po~tfcs.XXIII;l459a; 1-5). "It must 

not be such as [is] normally [found] in history, where }¥hat is ~equited is· an exposition 

not of a single piece of action but a single period oft~.~' sh~wing all that within the 

period befell one or more persons, events that have a merely casual relation to each 

other" (Poetics XXIII, 1459a, 6-10). William Harmon andHll.ghHolman inA Handbook 

to Literature outline the significance of Aristotle's theories ori plot in ~e·following 

passage: 

E.M. Forster made a helpful distinction.between story and plot. A story is 
i"_ .. ·'. /J ··Ji''\ 

'a narrative of events in their time-sequence. A'plotis also a narrative of 

events, the emphasis falling on causality.' A story arouses.only curiosity; a 

plot demands some intelligence and memory. Thus, plotting is the process 

of converting story into plot, of changing a chronological arrangement of 
\ 

incidents in a causal and inevitable arrangement. (386) 
l,,.t,-:, 

•t1'~:·• . 

Aristotle's complex or propter hoc plot allows the reader to contemplate''the episodes 

they are reading. Whereas a story will take the reader from the life}o the finale of the 

character, a plot will propel the reader towards an understanding ~i ide11tification and 
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self-discovery. Toni Morrison's,The Bluest Eye. and Sula chroni9les the lives of two 

female protagonists, Pecola and ·sula. The''narration,andplots ~fPecola and Sula's tragic 

endings not only shed light on the protagonists' identity bui more, importantly the novels 

are self discoveries of the power a comniunitY h~ to gen~~ate ~r destroy one of its own 

members. 

The plot is set into motion by Morrison in rAe Bluest Ey~,with a key phrase that 

only makes sense in retrospect after reading-the entire novel----:''Quiet as it's kept." 

Quiet as it's kept, there were no marigolds in the fall of 1941. We thought, 

at the time, that it wa5 b~cause Pec~ia was having her father's baby that 

the marigolds did not grow. ,A little examination and much less 
~~~ 

melancholy would have proved to usihat our seeds were not the only ones 

that did not sprout;' nobbdy's did ... ''rt ne~er 'occurred to either of us that 

the earth itself might have been unyielding.' We.had dropped our seeds in 

our own little plot of dirt just as Pecola'sfatherhad dropped his seeds in 

his own plot of bl~ck dirt ... What is clear now ~~ that of all of that hope, 
i' 

,1'/,,. 

fear, lust, love, and grief, nothing rema.ins~ut Pecola and the unyielding 

earth. Cholly Breedlove i~ dead; our inno~~~ce too. The seeds shriveled 
·,J ' 

,,· 

and died; her baby too. There is really nothing /inore to say-except why. 

But since why is difficultto handle: one must ta.~e refuge in how. (5-6) 

In juxtaposing planting terms such as "man golds," "seeds," "~prout," "unyielding," and 

"plot of dirt" to Pecola's abuse by her father Morrison associat~s familial misuse to the 
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regeneration of a community. From the beginning Morrison notifies the reader of the 
·. "_; ~- , 

outcome of the novel and introduces the reader to a few princip(:ll characters. However, 

the linking episodes that lead to the tragic outcome have not yet been revealed. This 
.. . '. J.•.,_ '• 

structural technique allows Morrison the convenience o~rooking in her audience, giving 

them a purpose for reading, and stimulating the use of ~"intellect and memory" in order to 
' ~ ' : 1, ,. } • 

connect the pieces together. The phrase "Quiet as it'~,kept" w,as not a coincidence but 

was an intentional stylistic move for Morrison that h~~ :'several attractions for [her]" 

(211): 

First, it was a familiar phrase, familiar to meas a child listening to adults; 

to black women conversing with.ope ~ot~~r, t~lling a story, an anecdote, 

gossip about someone or even within the circle, the family, the 

neighborhood. The words are co~spirato~al. "Shh, don't tell anyone else," 

and "No one is allowed to know this~'~,It isa secret between us and a 
, I '! ~'< , "r ,·.' ' 

secret that is being kept fro~ us. ~~ conspiracy is both held and 

withheld, exposed and sust~ined. In .~orne sense it was precisely what the 

act of writing the book w~ ., .. the ~~~closure ofsecrets, secrets "we" 

shared and those withheld from ~s~y~ur~~lves and by the world outside 

the community. (211-12) 

In order to move the plot forward and answe~ the que~tion of ''how," Morrison employs a 

few other structural techniques to her. plot arrangement. . 
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First Morrison opens up the novel with three different versions of a familiar 

childhood Dick and Jane story book. 

Here is the house. It is green and· white: Ifhas a red door. It is very pretty. 

Here is the family. Mother, Father, Dick, andJane live in the green-and

white house. They are very happy. See·Jane:'She has a red dress. She 

wants to play. Who will play\.vith Jane?.· /!·(3) 

In The 'Novels ofToni Morrison: The Searchfor.:Selfand Place Within the Community, 

author Patrick Bryce Bjork elaborates on the structUre and the significance of the 

incorporation of the primer: 

The primer acts as an ironic frame for the entire novel's narrative; its 

sanitized image pervades all ·of American society-from schoolbooks to 

print and electronic media-· as. the standard for family behavior and 

beauty: ... This primer prose is iinmediately repeated two more times; a 

second time it is printed at a more ·accelerated speed, the words running 

together without punctuation: ... :'Athird time the pace is frenzied. The 

reader is confronted with this diziyiilg visual impression and compelled to 

mediate between the familiar ·simplicity of the childhood version and the 

chaos of second and third versionsO:Each chapter is prefaced by fragments 

of the frenzied prose in order to continually remind the reader of the 

undeniable contrast betWeen this pervasive white, middle class myth and 
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the tragic desolation of the novel's central character, Pecola B;ke~l~~e and 
, .:r 

her family, who are incapable of attaining this dream mytll~ (3'i':3~)· 
,,;4'' 

All three renditions of the primer typify the protagonist's home disord6r, family.;::::' 

dysfunction, and emotional instability. In addition the novel is divided.upint() four · 

seasons-autumn, winter, spring, and summer. Segments of the prilller,unpunctUatedand 
:, ' 

running together, are inserted at the beginning of certain chapters i~ ord~r toreirif~~ce the 

tumultuous relationship of the main character, Pecola Breedlove, an eleven-year~old . 
·:\J .:y;'·. 
; ~<J, '' 

African-American girl, and those in her family and her community . .lfis ~·vi.smil ~a 

mental structural cue that guides the reader through the frenzied dis~~~er ~i~e ch~~cters 
:. t ~ i 

y:,:\ 
of the novel. 

Each section, or season, is devoted to life experiences and situatio~s'ihaf 
'·J,'\ 

contribute to the development and ultimate collapse ofPecola. The emphasis,rifthe~·•· 
. ,. , . . •.I·, 

autumn section is on Pecola's f~ily, peer, and home environment. Th~ s~¢tlon. 
,1· ,,, '\; 

introduces the reader to Pecola and her two friends, Claudia and Fri~da MacT~e~,· and 

explains how Pecola came to stay with the MacTeers. Morrison also ~ives the readera 

look into the Breedlove's ~bandoned "storefront" of a home and the "ugliness: .. [~d] 
unique[ness]" (38) of their dysfunctional family. 

The winter section is indicative of the harsh and bitter season it represents. Pecola 
• :,~~~:.~:·~· ~ 't:,jlJ .,, 

is ridiculed by her classmates Bay Boy, Woodrow Cain, Buddy Wilson, ari·~ J~iiie ~ug, 

for being black when "they themselves [are] black" (65). Subsequent!~ Pec~hl'iS l~i~r 
insulted by a new girl, Maureen Peal, who insults Frieda, Claudia, and'Pecola,saying 
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they are "ugly and black e mos" (73). The wintefesection concludes with one last scene 

involving another' family within Pecola's commiliiity.;::.::_Louis, .Geraldine, and their son 

Junior. As Momsoti describes the family dynamics·and the paradigm of people within 

Pecola's community, she introduces the idea ofderilaicatiori within one's own ethnic 

community: · 

· White kids; his mother did not like him to''play.w~th.niggers. She had 

; explainedeto him the difference betWeen colored people and niggers. They 

were easily identifiable. Colored people were neat and quiet; niggers were 

dirty and loud: He belonged to the 'former group: ~e wore white shirts and 

blue trousers; his hair was cut as' close to his scalp as possible to avoid any 

suggestion of wool, the part was etched into hishair by the barber ... The 

line between colored and nigger was not always clear; subtle and telltale 

signs threatened to erode it, and the watch had to)Je constant. (87) 

• 'f 

Morrisons use of"colored people" and "niggers~' portrays the d
1
emarcation that is taking 

place within Pecola's own ethnic coniniuruty:·Not olllyis Pec~l~contending with "the 

white, middle class myth" of what beatit)r and worth entails, but she is also facing 

prejudice for being too black. The use of"threatened to erode if' provides a clear image 

of two separate classes within a community and also makes refe~ence to the regeneration 

theme once again: Continuing on with the' incident, Junior luresPecola into his home and 

throws a big black cat in her face, leaving Pec.ola with "fur in her mouth" and a "clawed . 

. . face and chest" (89-90). After hearing all the cominotiori, Geraldine, Junior's mother, 



walks in and disgustedly tells Pecola to "Get out .. ·:you nastY li~ttle·black b----. Get out 

of my house" (92). The purpose of the winter section illustrates the prejudice that lies 

within a community of shared ethnicity and introduces the irony ofPecola's battle with 

beauty and acceptance as being a struggle that not <?nly comes fr~m !outside but also from 

within her own ethnic community. By identifying the paradigm ofthe community the 

reader is able to peel back the layers on Pecola' s identity .. 

Spring represents the roots of the narrative and is strategically organized in such a 

way as to answer the "how" Morrison introduces in the preface of the novel. Morrison 

begins with what seems like just another episode in the life of a dysfutictional family. 

However, by examining the scene a bit closer and looking beyond a spilt berry cobbler, a 

messed up kitchen floor and a "l.itt~e girl in pink" on~ finds the core of ~stotle's 

"proctor hoc." While waiting for Mrs. Breedlove to bring out the w~h, Pecola 

accidently drops the berry cobbler that she was not supposed to tol.lc~~ · The irony in the 

scene lies in the fact that although Pecola's legs were ~'burn[ed]" in the' process of the 

berry cobbler falling to the floor, it was the "little girl in p~nk," th~ daughter of Mrs. 
'·L 

Breedlove's employers, who was crying "Polly, come here" (10~), and who got all the 
', ',:·,:{'' 

attention. There is a contrast between how Mrs. Breedlove treats the little white girl in 

pink to how she treats her own daughter. 

"Hush, baby, hush. Come here. Oh, Lord, look lityo~~ess. Don't cry no 

more. Polly will change it." She wen~ to the sink' and t.~med tap water on a 

fresh towel. Over her shoulder she spit out words to us\like rotten pieces 
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of apple. "Pick up that wash and get on out :~fhere, so I can get this mess 

cleaned up." .... As Pecola put the latuidry"bag i~ the wagon, we could 

hear Mrs. Breedlove hushing and soothing' the tears of the little pink-and

yellow-girl ... "Hush. Don't worry none," 'she whispered, and the honey 

in her words complemented the sundown spilling on the lake. (108-09) 

Morrison's description of how Polly's "honey in her word~(complemented the sundown 

spilling on the lake" serves as an aesthetic image of a story book ending for a little white 

girl while the poor black rouge of Pecola exits the scene.' This ~tene is positioned in such 

a manner as to lead the reader to ask the question "how?" f How could Pauline Breedlove 

treat her daughter in such a spiteful and insulting manner ifPecola is in fact her own 

seed-her own flesh and blood? Morrison's next chapter' reveals "how" Pauline could 

resent her daughter by examining her own roots. 

Told in the third-person omniscient point of view,~ and intermingled with 

Pauline's first-person point of view narrative (whichisitalicized), this section by 

Morrison uncovers layers of inferiority complexessubcoris.ciously deep-seated in 

Pauline's development as a person. Due to an accident with.}t rusty nail Pauline was left 

with "a crooked, archless foot that flopped when"she walked" (110). "Her general feeling 

of separateness and unworthiness she blamed on ;her foot" (111 )~ What made Pauline feel 

unworthy or less than others, became the reason'fo'r Cholly Breedlove's tender affection. 

All seemed to be just as Pauline "had dreamed :· .. she was ~ettire and grateful; he was 

kind and lively" ( 116). The couple married and moved tip north where Cholly could work 
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in the steel mills and Pauline started "keeping house" (116).,Unexpec:;~e.dly, after the 
! . ., 

move up north and the birth of the first child, Pauline felt "l<;>p.e[ly ]" (1_17).· . Burying 

herself in movies Pauline sought to awaken her dreams of olq which introduced her to 

another personal insecurity that would later be passed on to her daughte.rPecola-

physical beauty. 

There in the dark her memory was refreshed, _?Tid slJ.e-succumbed to her 

earlier dreams. Along with the idea ofromantic·loye~sl1.e wa.s introduced 

to another-physical beauty ... Both origina!ed in envy,thrived in 

insecurity, and ended in disillusion. In equating p~ysicalbeauty with 

virtue, she stripped her mind, bound it, and _collected se.lf..;contempt by the 

heap. She forgot lust and simple caring for. ~~he regarded love as 

possessive mating, and romance as the goatofthespi~t. Itwould be for 

her a well-spring from which she would draw the ~as~ destructive 
I; 

emotions deceiving the lover and seeking to imprisonthe·b;eioved, ' ··-··". . ' ·,-·' 

curtailing freedom in every way. She was never able,--~af.ter her education 
. '. ; . ~{~;\ 

in the movies, to look at a face and not assign it some category in the scale 

of absolute beauty, and the scale was one she abso~bed ih full from the 
. > :~~i;:;\ 

silver screen ... It was really a simple pleasure, b~t she learned all there 

was to love and all there was to hate. (122) _ 

Morrison's passage is sated with oppressive verbs: "stripp~d," "bound~':'_dec·eiving," 

"'imprison," and "curtailing" (122). The display of the white mythofbeauty and 
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happiness aggrandized by the silver screen facilitated the opportunity for Pauli~~ 
1,'.', :!; 

become oppressed by the hiatus between the actors and the illusion before her ey~s andv:. 

her own reality. In order to not have to feel the oppressive weight of her o~,~~~J'of 
'. '0~,'' J' I;;<,, '' ' > \ •' ' 

beauty or feeling of worthlessness, she began to use her own "disillusion'' to ·"ci1tegorlze;' 
(' J 

others, even her own daughter as "head full of pretty hair, but Lord she was,Hgly'' (1?6). 

After the birth of Pecola, with two children on her hands, Pauline realized '~it w~tinie t~ 

put all of the pieces together, make coherence where before there had bee~;.~on~'?;(l26). · 
\ ;'. ·. . '~ 

She ended up working for the Fisher family, "a well-to-do family whose ll1~~~l~r~ ~ere 

affectionate, appreciative, and generous" (127). Pauline "soon stopped hji~g t~ k~~p her 
~ ·. .:, ·; 1•\\~ r' '

1 
'·' 

,.,1 1 

own house ... more and more she neglected her house, her children, her man" (127). 
i ,._ 

the Fisher family. They are seen as two separate lives and identities. 

Pauline kept this order, this beauty, for herself, a private world, and ne~~r 
l _,;i··;· 

introduced it into her storefront, or to her children. Them she b~nt towcifd 
:;~.:.. ' 

respectability, and in so doing taught them fear: fear of being 6iwnsy, fe.~r 
;.\" ,.;:; 

of being like their father, fear of not being loved by God, f~ar of ma9ness 
,. •{1' ~ {' ' 

like Cholly's mother's. Into her son she beat a loud desire .. to. rYn away; 
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and into her. daughter she beat a fear_of growing up, fear of other people, 

fear of life. ( 128) . , 

Pauline's own personal demons and struggles serve as acatalysff~r Pecola's paradigm of 

herself and her concern with beauty, blue eyes, app~oval and affiimation as it stemmed 

from her mother's own lack of acceptance and beauty. AndreaO'Reilly connects the 

child's self-love to the importance of the parent self-love in her book Toni Morrison and 

Motherhood: A Politics of the~Heart: : 

Time and time again in her writing Morrison emphasizes the need for the 

parent to have strong sense:of self so that he or she may nurture the same 

in the growing child. The nurture of self-love in children, Morrison 

believes, depends on self-love in parents~· Morrison argues that self-love 

depends on the self first being loved by another- sel[ Before the child can 

love herself, she must experience 'herselfbemgloved and learn that she is 

indeed valuable and deserving of affection. Informing Morrison's writing 

is her belief that mothering is essential for the :~motional well-being of 
~ >,' •' ·: • 

children because it is.the mother whoflrst l~vesthe child and gives to that 
'i 

child a loved sense of self. ~ .. ·This is partic:ularfy true for girl children. 

Daughters need strength and confidence from their mothers because, in 

patriarchy, female selves are susceptible to er~ure and displacement. In 

an interview (Ross 1992), Morrison·~ommented:.'Women sabotage 

themselves ... They locate the true beloved out of themselves.' These 
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women, Morrison goes on'tci'say, 'have girl children ... [they] bring them 

up to be broken in half ... toloath'them~elves.' Mothers must, Morrison 

emphasizes, 'take their daughters iii tlleir ~sand hold them and say, you 

are just fine the way you are' (Cl)."'(33) 

As was clearly illustrated in the scene with the'cobbler,:self-love did not happen in Pecola 

because it failed to come to fruition in the life of Pauline. , · 

Following Pauline's chapter Morrisoll.movesthe"reader toCholly Breedlove's 

childhood. The background of Cholly also represented another lay~~r of misfortune. 

Cholly never even had the opportunity to grow roots.:::_"Whe~ Cholly was four days old, 

his mother wrapped him in two blankets and·one newspape'r an<!, placed him on a junk 

heap by the railroad" (132). Abandoned a8 a newborn by both his ~other apd father, 

Cholly was rescued and taken in by his Great Al.mfJimmy~ However, Aunt Jimmy's 

passing produced for Cholly a defming·morilent In: his young. life that shapes him into the 

dysfunctional and abusive husband and father he is to becom~ .. During Aunt Jimmy's 

funeral dinner while off with a young girl, Cholly is .sexually exp~oited by white male 

hunters, driving him to flee to Macon to find his biological fath~r. Sadly, upon his 

unwelcomed reunion with his father, ChollY discovers that he is not known nor even 

wanted. The overwhelming r~ality of meeting his father and stiif~ring rejection once 
f."'' 

again are too much for Cholly causing him to "soii himself like ababy" (157). Cholly' s 

life is described by Morrison in the following passage: 
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Abandoned in a junk heap by his mother, ]_"ejected for a crap game by his 

father, there was nothing more.to lose.~. He was alone with his own 

perceptions and appetites, and they alone intere~ted him. It was in this 

godlike state that he met Pauline Williams ... ~ut the aspect of married 

life that dwnbfounded him and rendered hi~ t~taJly dysfunctional was the 

appearance of children. Having no idea 9f ~owJp raise children, and 

having never watched any parent raisehim.:self,;l1e c_ould not even 

comprehend what such a relationship ,5h9u!d be· ... Had he not been alone 

in the world since he was thirteen, kno\Ying only a dying old woman who 

felt responsible for him, but whose age, sex, and interests were so remote 

from his own, he might have felt astable.£onnection between himself and 

the children. As it was, he reacted to :~llem, and .his reactions were based 

on what he felt at the moment. ( 160-61) ·· 

The reader notices that once Aunt Jimmy died, Cholly's only matriarchal figure, Cholly 

fell into an abyss of anger, rage, and loneliness .. H~)acked a conduit that could teach him 

self-love and therefore had no love to give as a ht1~band or a father. Cholly represents a 
~ '' ' 

disconnected soul who never finds a sense ,~f community. Only'~fter recounting Cholly's 

tragic upbringing does Morrison situate, at the,.en<f,ofhis biographical chapter, the 

account ofCholly's rape ofPecola. In doing so, ¥orrison liilks,inpropter hoc fashion, 

Cholly's lonely and abusive childhood to hi~ abusive lifestyle and response as a parent. In 

essence Morrison answers the "how" that she intro~uces in the _opening prologue. While 
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the structure is not meant to excuse the tragedy, whafirdoes ·do is ·cr~ate a backdrop for 

how Pecola became a product of her own envirorimerit~': .· 

Toni Morrison appropriately entitles this sectioil"Spring~' and thus alludes to the 

process of regeneration, roots, and new life. However~ las expressed ~hrough the 

biographical portions ofPecola's parents, Pauline and;Chollffruh!dto establish roots of 

love, nurture, and acceptance in their daughter because they themselves never had the 

opportunity to experience the growth of their own roots~ They.could not regenerate life 

where they themselves only gave root to hate, anger, andresentrnent. For this reason they 

were not able to instill in Pecola the possibility of regeneration b~~.merely a "fear of life" 

(128). 

The summer section is narrated byPecola's friend, Claudia MacTeer, and 

concludes the final details ofPecola's whereabouts. after being raped by her father. 

Little by little we began to piece a story togeth~r;,·a:~secret, terrible, awful 
j< 

l .... 

story. And it was only after two orthree suchya?udy overheard 

conversations that we realized that the story was about Pecola. (188) 
' ?,:~:· 

The above passage hints to Morrison's openingp~ase, "~~i!t as~t's kept." Just as 
·:.,.;) 

Claudia and Frieda must piece the story together throu~·.c9~ver~ations of others, so too 

the reader is left to piece together Pecola' s story through· the::~ouths of those around her. 

It is only by piecing together the layers of Pauline and Choll!'s. ~~life and personal 

struggles that the reader is able to piece together the identity of who Pecola is. By 

utilizing both the third-person omniscient narrator point ofview'and having Claudia serve 
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as a narrator for some of the chapters, Morrison uncovers the icl~ntitY of Pecola as well as 

the brutal identity of her presently disengaged community .. 

Morrison in her afterword stat~s "The ex1remi!¥_ofPecola's case stemmed largely 

from a crippled and crippling family ... " (210) .. Morrison's'asseition can visibly be seen 

in the structuring of her plot. Morrison's plot arrangement takes the reader back full 

circle through the process of answering the. opening question of"h~w." The tragedy of 

The Bluest Eye is that the ending could have been. avoided. By beginning with the end in 
,I 

mind, Morrison's focus is not on the outcome of.the story, for thati~ already known, but 

rather she focuses on the unraveling of the process. 1)1e fate of Pecbla rested in the hands 

of her family and community. In linking Pecola's downfalLto her community's lack of 

engagement she alludes to the fact that each m~mber ofa cominuruty has the potential to 
• • ',t· ,' 1 

either generate life and hope or silently sit backand become dis~iig~ged with the 

demarcated voices within their own community. 

Three years after publishing The Bluest Eye~ Mqrrisoti'pu~llshed Sula in 1973 
!)>~ , ... 

which received a nomination for th~ American Book Award. In S~la Morrison utilizies 

the Aristotelian plot in a pattern similar:t~,the one s~e us~~j~ The.Bluest Eye. She opens 
't I ~' I 

up with a passage in third-person o~scient point of view th~t serves as a reflection 

concerning the setting of the story-. the Bottom~ 

In that place, where they tore the·nightsh,ade arid blackberry patches from 

their roots to make ro~m for. the Medallion CitY Golf Course, there was 

once a neighborhood. It stood in the hills above the valley town of 
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Medallion and spread all the:\V~y to the river. It is called the suburbs now, 

but when black people lived there ifwas calle-d the Bottom ... Generous 

funds have been allotted to levef the' stripped and faded buildings that 

clutter the road from Meda'tlion'up to the golf course. They are going to 

raze the Time and a Half Pool Hall;'where ·:feetin long tan shoes once 

pointed down from chair rungs. A steelbrulwillknock to dust Irene's 

· Palace'ofCosmetology, where.'womeri i.isedtolean their heads back on 

· sink trays and doze while Irene latheredNu Nile into their hair. Men in 

khaki work clothes will pry loose the slats of Reba's Grill, where the 

owner cooked in her hat because she 'couldn't remember the ingredients 

without it. There will be nothing left of the Bottom ... (3) 

The object 'of the novel is spoken about in the past tense; the narrative is beginning with 

the end-' the scattering of a community arid the.coriversion of a neighborhood into a golf 

course. Momson introduces the history ofhow the 'town of the Bottom came to be 

populated by-the black people~ illustnites the ambiance ofthecommunity, and establishes 

the objective for the unfolding ofthe'story: 

Still, it was lovely up in the Bottom. After the town grew and the farm 

land turned into a village and the village a town and the streets of 

Medallion were hot and dustY with progress,· whose heavy trees that 

sheltered the shacks up in the Bottom were wonderful to see ... The black 

people ... were mightily pn!occupied with earthly things-and each other, 
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wondering even as early as 1920 what Shadrack was all about what that 
" "·· ,J- .,_ • ' 

little girl Sula who grew into a woman in their town was all about, and 

what they themselves were all about,.tu~ke~pp there in the Bottom. (5-6) 

The reader is. aware from the beginning that the Bottom wi~l cease to exist; something 

devastating must take place, but the reader is not pro,vi,ded.'Yith the, details. Serving as an 

example f~r Aristotle's propter hoc, Morrison takes ~he re~~er through what seems to be 

a chronological narrative of Sula' s life. However, th~ qu~~t,ion remains in the forefront; 

what are Shadrack, Sula, and the people "tucked·upthere in the Bottom" (6) all about, 
; > " .~, ,e iJ 

how are th~y linked, and what are the implications,,ofth,eir connectivity? . . 

I~ anJnterview with Robert Stepto, Toni Morrison speaks to her intention for 

creating the,Bottom community in Su/a: "When I wrote Sui a, I wa8.interested in making 

the town, the community, the neighborhood, as strong a character as .I could ... because 

the most extraordinary thing about any group, ang particularly· oilr group, is the fantastic 

variety of people and.things and behavior and ~o on" (Samuels and Hudson-Weems 32-

33). In Toni Morrison co-authors Wilfred D .. S(lllluels and·Clen?ra Hudson-Weems 

connect similarities. between The Bluest Eye, ~cl Sui a as itpertains'to character · 

development: . 
.,_.,_,.,.,_'! 

.. ·To best explore Sula's quest foria.uthentic e~isterice, Morrison develops 

.. her character much as she developed Pecola's: t%§ugh her relation with 

others ... It is particularly through the commumty;the Peace women 

(Sula's mother and grandmother); and throughN~~ Wright, her best friend, 
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that we note Sula's vigilance against the·destriletion of the self-that we 

find her fortressing her "Me-ness." (32) · · 

Ironically, while Sula is the main character of the novel; Morrison begins the plot 

introducing the reader to Shadrack, a young African American gentleman who finds his 

way back to the Bottom after coming home wounded from·the war. "Shadrack [is] a 

classic example of how societal obligations can rob ayoun'gman of his sanity and his 

life" (Grant 183). Struggling to gain a firm grip on reality;.Shadrack "established the 

third day of January as National Suicide Day" (Roberson ·183). While at first the people 

were startled and even terrified at Shadrack's displays·arid parades of death, after the first 

few years the people in the village reached a point at which they could anticipate 

Shadrack's actions and when they would occur. 

Tuesday and Friday he sold the fish he had.caught that morning, the rest of 

the week he was drunk, loud, obscene; funny and outrageous. But he never 

touched anybody, never fought, never caressed. Once the people 

understood the boundaries artd·nature ofhisrii~dness, they could fit him, 

so to speak, into the scheme of things·. (15) •. 
::<,·t.,·:-

There was an order to Shadrack's madness, whichthe.people of the Bottom had grown 
;' 

accustomed to and therefore were willing to·tolerate: Shadrack's background serves to 

define and contextualize the people of the Bottom. 

After familiarizing the reader with various citizens of the Bottom such as Helene 

and Nel Wright, Hannah and Eva Peace~· Morrison· then introduc~s Sula. This structure 
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represents a sense of community and serves to demonstr(:lte,how each character is in some 

way linked to someone else in the narrative. The Bottom).identity is enveloped in Sula' s 

identity~ and vice versa. Sula is first defined by Morriso11 through the experiences of her 

grandmother and mother. Any deficiency in Eva and Hannah's relationship generates a 

dearth in Sula which causes her to step out of her own .community and seek her own 

identity. Eva Peace, while she rarely carries on a meaningful conversation with her 

daughters concerning life, men, and love through her, actio~s and experiences, passes on 

her legacy-"it was manlove that Eva bequeathed to ~~r .. daughters" (41). Hannah, Eva's 

daughter, and Sula's mother, followed in the same footsteps as hermother and "simply 

refused to live without the attentions of a man .... [and]had a s,teady sequence oflovers, 

mostly the husbands of her friends and neighbors" (42)., ForSula the absence of 

motherly affection, attention, and dialogue produced the .desire to break away from the 

community and create her own unique identity. An<lrea.Q' Reilly expounds on this 

notion in Toni Morrison and Jvfotherhood: A Politics of the Heart: 

Sula's radical break from her motherline causesSula to be, in Cynthia 

Davis's words 'centerless' (1984: 22). Sula, as ,the narrator tells us, 'had 

no center, no speck around which to grow' (119.). Children in Morrison 

receive from their mothers a loved self and fro111 the motherline the 

ancient properties and funk ... Sula is a self-made orphan. Sula presents 

herself as a self-invented andself..:defined.woman-. 'I got me' (143), 

'Whatever's burning in me is mine!' (93), 'My lonely is mine' (143)-
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who forges her own path. However, disconnected fr. om her motherline she 
' . ' 

is left, as Marianne Hirsch observes, '[withJnowhere to'go' (185). (63) 

Thus Sula' parts ways not only with her "motherline," Hannah and J?v*~'but eventually 

with the idea of community. 

Sula was distinctly different. Eva's arrogance·and Hariilah's self-

indulgence merged in her and, with a twist that was all)ier own 

imagination, she lived out her days exploring her Own'·thoughts and 

emotions, giving them full reign, feeling no obligati~!l to please anybody 

unless their pleasure pleased her. As willing ttffeet pai11 as to give pain, to 

feel pleasure as to give pleasure, hers was an experimental life ... She had 
'·: ~ .. ,i'' 

no center, no speck around which to grow . ; ·~'Bhe was'completely free of 

ambition, with no affection for money, propertY Or things, no greed, no 

desire to command attention or compliments~Iio ~go .. ;For that reason she 
~ ·~ 

: 1· ~ ·:·~) 

felt no compulsion to verify herself--be consistent ~thherself. (118-19) 

One of the overarching themes in Morrison's work is the theme ()f c9_J:I1Illunity. This 

emph~is is not just for the sake of togetherness because, as M?irison projects, identity 

and self-discovery are enveloped in community. ,:'~Morrison~s_~9rk consistently shows 

that ideJ1tity and place are found in the community and in the cot;nmunal experience, and 

not in ... the search for a single private self' (Bjork vii). To c~~ on,~s'elf off from the 

community or to be cut off by the community affected the entire conimunity as a whole. 
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During the first p~ofMorrison's novel,:Sula fills the.:void offemale bonding 

lacking in her family with her friendship to,~~l~ The magnetic attraction that draws these 

two young girls, who come from p,olar opp~site _fami~i~.s and backgrounds, Nel from a 

conventional family and Sula from a dysfunct.ior£1! family; stems frotrt their desire to 

carve out their own identity. In the middle o(a commut1ity and family that wants to 

compartmentalize everything and everyone,,Nel. and Su,l(l:find refuge in each other's 

differences. 

They were solitary little gir.l~ :wh?,se loneliness wa~. so ~rofound it 

intoxicated them ... When Nel,.an only child; satori the steps ofher 
j •• " -, 

black porch surrounded by the high silence.ofher mother's incredibly 

orderly house, feeling the n~~tn(!S~ pointing athe·r back~· she studied the 

p~plars and fell easi~y into apic:~e of herself lying oria flowered bed, 

tangled in her own hair, waiting for some fiery prince ... Similarly, Sula, 

also an only child, but wedge<f i11t0 a household of thf~·bbing disorder 
. ' ~ "\ 

constantly awry \Vith things, people, voices, lind the ~il:mming of doors, 

spent hours in .the atti~ behind a rol~ of lin?leilln galloping through her 

own mind on a gray~and-white horse tasting ~rlgar and smelling roses in 
, - - !!,'":'"·L, _,., 

full view of a some9ne who shared both the'ta5te and ~~e speed. So when 
't 

' ' . . . ' .:::~.,;;,- '~ ~,~, 

they met, first in those chocolate halls and next through the ropes of the 

swing, they felt the ease .and comfort of old.frierids. Because each had 

discovered years before that they were neither \.v~~te nor male, and that all 



freedom and triumph was forbidden t.o theni~~they had set about creating 

·.\.·;something else to be. Their meeting was fortunate~ for. it let.them use each 

'other to grow on. Daughters of distanfniothe.rs andinc~mprehensible 

·, fathers (Sula's because he was dead;·Nel's.becausehe wasn't), they found 

in each other's eyes the intimacy theY\vere lookirig' for. (51-52) 

Toni Morrison illustrates images of conformity and ·seclusion m·the lives -ofNel and Sula 

in her careful selection of metaphor and word choice iri the previous passage. Nel's 

upbringing is one of conformity with the "feeling of neatness pointing-ather back" (51). 

Ironically, Nel is the child that comes from the most ordered background and home 

environmerityet by using the phrase "pointing at her back'': Morrison paints Nel's 

upbringing as being coercion or like a threatening instrument. In like manner, Sula who 

comes fr~nithe more liberal environment where freedom reignsis ?escribed by Morrison 

as being "wedged into a household of throbbing disorder/constantly a~ with things, 

people, voic~s·and the slamming of doors" (51).: While she is surr2:unde~I,by "things, 
~ ,"1·-,,, 

people, [and] voices" Sula is trapped and secludes herself within IJ.~r o~ home in order 
~ ' ~: >• 1-, \.~"'{ ~,~: ~ ~ ,:·.:~./:-;.: 

to find space that will ali ow her imagination to run free. Both g~rl~ experienced "silence" 
' ,.,.. ~ 

141 ' ' J(,' 

in the home; although Sula's house was filled with plenty ofmoy~inent and noise, there 

" ' 

was no genuine dialogue taking place. Therefore, for Nel and Sul'7 it ~~~ "in the safe 
1 ~~- ~~ 

harbor of e~cti other's company they could afford to 'abandon the wayo{other people and 

concentrate on·their own perceptions of things"· (55). Nel·and Sula had become one. For 
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Nel their friendship was like "'talking to Sula had always been a conversation with herself 

... Sula never competed; she simply helped others define themselves" (95). 

Northrop Frye characterizes the hieratic style and demotic style with the presence 

of genuine speech. Sula represented genuine dialogue for NeL·A conversation with her 

was not an extended monologue filtered with her own opinions or views. Sula's speech 

was a dialogue with Nel that helped her define her own identity and arrive to self-

discovery in an environment where her own mother and her society were attempting to 

define Nel. 

However, in an unexpected turn of events, Sula betrays Nel by having an affair 

with her husband, Jude. The identities of both women deter; and Nel experiences fear for 

the first time. Sula, however, lives on without any restraint,· desiring to break free from 

any finalization by her friend, the experience, and her community. Sula "wishes to create 

her own reality which thrives upon the fluidity and free-playof call and response and 

does not seek Bottom-like constructs as an affrontery to contradiction and chaos" (Bjork 

73). Little does Sula realize that by breaking away completely from the sense of 

community, she is not only ushering in her own'loneliness and death but also propelling 

the demise of the Bottom. 
.. 

While Sula was alive, her evil nature,stoodasablack backdrop to her 

community's virtue; "their conviction ofSula's evilchangedthem ... [and] they began to 

cherish their husbands and wives, protect their children, repair their homes and in general 

band together against the devil in their midst" ( 117 ~ 18). Yet Sula' s death brought with it 
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a "falling away, a dislocation" and a "restless irritability;" "the tension was gone and so 

was the reason for the effort they had made" (153)~ Without a scapegoat to unload their 

sins upon, their arrogance led them to their downfalL Just a5·sula's arrogance and pride 

had cut her off from Nel years before, in the same way the-arrogance of the people of the 

Bottom would lead their community to its own utter. dispersaL 

On January third the sun came out-· .. and•so did·Shadrack with his rope, his 

bell and his childish dirge ... The scene was so comic the people walked 

into the road to make sure they saw-it aiL: In that way the parade started. 

Everybody ... and flocks of teen-agers got intothe mood and, laughing, 

dancing, calling to one another; formed a pied pipers band behind 

Shadrack ... Nevertheless, the sun splashed on a larger and larger crowd 

that strutted, skipped, marched, and shuffled do~ the road ... At the 

mouth of the tunnel excavation, in a fever pitch of excitement and joy, 

they saw the timber, the bricks,,the steelribs-~d the tacky wire gate that 

glittered under ice struck-to 4iamond··in.t~e sun~- .. Their hooded eyes 
•··· I 

\i'' 

swept over the place where theii hope ·had lai~,}ince 1927. There was the 

promise: leaf-dead ... Like antelopes;theylea~'ed over the little gate ... 
'\~-' 

and led by the tough, the enraged and the yotin$ they picked up the lengths 

of timber and thin steel ribs and smashed the bricks they would never fire 

in yawning kilns, split the sacks of limestone they had not mixed or even 

been allowed to haul; tore the wire mesh~ tipped over wheelbarrows and 
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rolled forepoles down the bank, where they sailed far, out on the icebound 

river. Old and young, women and children, lame,and"hearty,·they killed, as 

best they could, the tunnel they were forbiddento.build.·Theydidn't mean 

· · to go in, to actually go down into the lip ofthe ttinnel~ but in their need to 

kill it all, all of it, to wipe from the face of the earth·the workofthe thin-

armed Virginia boys, the bull-necked Greeks and the knife-faced men who 

waved the leaf-dead promise, they went too deep;· too far ... (155-62) 

The people of the Bottom had put their faith and hope in the.tunnelto be ·a 'channel of 

resource for their community. The tunnel represents communication;linkage and 

connectivity. However, just as Sula's arrogance led her to break away <from her sense of 

community with her motherline and then later Nel, in the same way. the unbridled passion 

and pride of the Bottom led it parading right to the literal bottom of the tunnel and 

tragically to their death. Patrick Bryce Bjork writes about ·the need· for cominunity in The 

Novels of Toni Morrison: The Search for Self and Place Within the Cof!ZmUIJily: 

These characters acknowledge, however vaguely, that they ril:ust search for 

identity by returning to the neighborhood andtothe coriimt0,'al experience 

·, ... ·. Thus, the community for better or for. worse, ha.S the p~wer to become 
' ' 

the site of renewal for its members. Their response to the ca1!of 

communal experience determines forever their course in life, and allows 

them a significant measure of hope and comfort and wholeness in an 

otherwise alienating and lonely world of victims and·victimizers. (163-64) 
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The people of the Bottom ostracize Shadrack and Sula,and.shun them from their 

commurut)'; and in so doing, they cut off the regenerating potential of their own 

community to produce life, movement, and growtli as can·be seen in the destruction of 

the tuni1et Returning to Morrison's question at the beginning, "What were the people of 

the Bottom, about?" while they were a "place," a. site, a town, they were far from being a 

community. While Sula was alive the people were able to renew themselves juxtaposed 

to her sin; however, the moment the communal experience collapsed, so did their ability 

to see beyond the Bottom and what it could become. In' essence, Sula too, similar to 

Pecola, became the scapegoat of her own cornmimity. Wilfred D. Samuels and Clenora 

H udso~-Weems describe how Sula assumed the' position of scapegoat in Toni Morrison: 

Her peripheral life makes Sula a scapegoat forthe Bottom's citizens. 

Philip Royster contends, "the folk'createthe scapegoat by identifying Sula 

as the cause of the misery, which theyideiltify as evil, in their lives. It is 

undoubtedly easier for the folk to anthropomorphize their misery than to 

'examine the generation of that miser}' by their relation to the environment. 

(33)' 

In both The Bluest Eye and Sui a Morrison portrays Pecola and Sula as scapegoats 

of their community. They are two protagonists whose identity and ability to generate life 

is linked to their'community and mother line.- The absence of the matriarch in each novel 

contributes to Sui a and Pecola's centerlessness~ 'Pecolaand Sula are two specks who lack 

roots and affection and for that reason have nowhere to grow. They represent countless 
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women in the African American community and abroa~ w~() _Q.ave been marginalized 

from within their own community and families, women who have been driven to insanity 

or loneli~ess due to the negligence of those around them._. Sadly, their communities have 

appeased their conscience by speaking about the disheartening ~ctivities, in the same 

manner as depicted by Morrison through the avenue of goss_ip~~fter the fact, rather than 

responding to the victim. 

Toni Morrison's use of plot arrangement andthe m~er in which she portrays 

the position of the character in respect to the reader leads to _what was referred to by 

Aristotle as pathos. In Anatomy of Criticism Northrop-f'rye-introduces the inclusion of 

pathos in the low mimetic style and how it is linked to the ~haracter and reader 

relationship: 

In the second paragraph of the Poetics Aristotle speaks of the differences 

in works of fiction which are caused by the different elevations of the 

characters in them. In some fictions, he says, the characters are better than 

we are, in others worse, in still. othe~s on the same levels ... In literary 

fictions, the plot consists of somebody doing something .. ~ Fictions, 

therefore, may be classified, not.lll<?rally, but by the hero's power of 

action, which may be greater than o~s, less, or roughly the same. Thus: .. 

, , . If superior neither to other men p.or to his environment, the hero is one of 

us: we respond to a sense.ofhis ~ommon humanity, and demand from the 

poet the same canons of probability that wefind_in our own experience. 
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This gives us the hero of the low mimetic mode,'ofmost ~ .. realistic 

fiction. (33-34) 

Frye elaborates on how the hero of the low mimetic mode is connected to pathos and the 

character's lack of ability to articulate or verbally express their process or their pain: 

The best word for low mimetic or domestic tragedy is,'' perhaps, pathos ... 

Pathos presents its hero as isolated by a weakness which appeals to our 

sympathy because it is on our own level of experience~ I speak of a hero, 

but the central figure of pathos is often a woman or a child ... We notice 

that while tragedy may massacre a whole cast; pathos is usually 

concentrated on a single character ... pathos is· increased by the 

inarticulateness of the victim .... Pathos is a queer ghoulish emotion, and 

some failure of expression, real or simulated;· seems to be peculiar to it ... 

The root idea of pathos is the exclusion of an individual on our own level 

from a social group to which he is trying to·belong. Hence the central 

tradition of sophisticated pathos is the study,ofthe isolated mind, the story 

of how someone recognizably like ourselves is broken by a conflict 

between the inner and outer world, betweenimaginative reality and the 

· sort of reality which is established by a social consensus. (38-39) 

Pathos is a key tactic in Morrison's novels that caimot only be seen through the 

plot but also in the presence or absence of speech and/or dialogue. :A 'prime characteristic 

of the hieratic style that drives the cathartic nature of a work is found in the speech or 
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lack of spe~ch: "Language becomes a means of catharsis" in many.of the novels 

(O'Reilly! 126). The speech or lack of speech of both Pecola and Sula andthe presence of 

bastard speech and dialogue within each of their communities serves ·as an example of 

P(llhos and drives catharsis in both of Morrison's tragic novels. 

To begin with, in The Bluest Eye Pecola is the hero oflow,mimetic mode who is 

the product of her family and community's rejection and lack of care and attention. 

'"Pecola Breedlove looked outside for beauty because she was never taught to look 

inside" (Grant 27). Pecola's issue was not solely with the need to have blue eyes. What 

Pecola needed was "kindness and attention from those who cared·~to help her overcome 

her stigma of loneliness by building her self-esteem" (Grant 27) .. Sadly, Pecola is left to 

become the byproduct victim of everyone else's hatred, loathing, and abomination. 

'·Throughout the novel, everything happens to Pecola Breedlove'' and,through the pain, 

Pecola remains silent (Grant 26). Language, dialogue, speech; and actions-they all 

happen to Pecola; and she never responds or reacts. For example, although Pecola is the 

central .. figure of the novel, the plot is replete with everyone else's ~ialog~e except 

Pecola's. In fact, Claudia, her friend, serves as the narrator for severaysections; and she 
_,_,. >: c .; 

often conveys what Pecola cannot convey for herself. Morrison pot1:ra)/s ladies gossiping 

about Pecola's story, Mrs. MacTeer sharing about Pecola'sJamily and how she came to 

Jive with them. Everyone else is telling Pecola's story and talking about, her great needs, 

her dysfunctional family,"while all along Pecola is right in front.ofthetp.. They respond to 

her needs with their gossip and diagnosis of her and her family rather than by extending 
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their hand. There is a disconnect between the concem'they v~ice and their behavioral 

response. The gossiping, venting, and yelling that take place iri the book are indicative of 

bastard speech. The use of bastard speech can oest beseeni:rl'Claudia's description of the 

relationship between children and adults: 

Adults do not talk to us-they give us direction~:, They issue orders 

without providing information. When we trip 1and fall down they glance at 

us; if we cut or bruise ourselves, theyaskl1sare:we crazy. When we catch 

colds, they shake their heads in disgust at 'our hick of consideration. How, 

they ask us, do you expect anybody to get anYthing done if you all are 

sick? We cannot answer them. Our illness is treated with contempt ... 

(I 0) 

There is an absence of genuine dialogue between the mothers arid the daughters, 

particularly between Pecola and Pauline Breedlove.'Pauline does not have a maternal 

bond \vith Pecola. Her daughter "fears" her rather than loves her. Pecola refers to her 

mother as "Mrs. Breedlove." There is only one documented instru1t of Pauline's yelling at 
"i '1 

her daughter when Pecola dirties the Fisher's kitchen floor. 

In one gallop [Mrs. Breedlove] WaS on Pecola, and with the back ofher 

hand knocked her to the floor. Pecola slid in the piejuice, one leg folding 

under her. Mrs. Breedlove yanked herup by the arm, slapped her again, 

and in a voice thin with anger, abused Pecola ... ·"Crazy fool ... my floor, 

mess ... look what you ... work ... get on out .•. ·now that ... crazy ... 
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my floor, my floor ... my floor." Her W<?rds were hotter and darker than 

the smoking berries, and we back,ed away indread ... Over her shoulder 

she spit out words to us like rotten pieces of apple~ "Pick up that wash and 

get on out of here, so I can get this mess cleaned up." (108-09) 

Pauline's speech is an example of the associative rhythm andJ~e "mentally confused 

speech" and "interior monologue" which Northrop Frye categoriz~s as bastard speech: 

Bastard speech is not the voice ofthe.genuine self: it is more typically the 

voice of what I shall here call the ego. , The ego has no interest in 

communication, but only in expression .... But while it seeks only 

expression, the ego is not the genuine individual, consequently it has 

nothing distinctive to express. It can express only the generic: food, sex, 

passions, gossip, aggressiveness and·resentments. Its natural affinity is for 
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· · · · My mother's fussing soliloquies always imtated ·and depressed us. 

They were interminable, insulting, and although indirect (Mama never 

named anybody-just talked about folks and some people), extremely 

painful in their thrust. She would go onlike·that for hours, connecting one 

offense to another until all of the things that chagrined her _were spewed 

out ... 

" ... I don't know what I'm suppose·to be running here, a charity 

ward, I guess ... now I got somethiilg else·inhere that's just going to 

drink me on in there. Well, naw, she ain't. Not long as'I got strength in my 

body and a tongue in my head ... Folks just ·dump the:{ children off on 

you and go on 'bout they business." (23-25)~~ 

It is interesting that Morrison describes Mrs. MacTeer as femaining:fmn so long as she 

"got strength in her body and a tongue in [her] head~'·(24).'lt is as if Mrs. MacTeer's 

ability to have a tongue or mouth-indicative of her voice-····· is the very thing that will 

keep her from being taken advantage of. Her voice and ability to c~~unicate are seen 
1: -'-~ ~~.;:,,-_ .·;.; 

as weapons meant to criticize Pecola, condemn Pecoh1's parents, and convey her own 

frustration with the entire situation and how it has inconvenienced her. Voice is portrayed 

here as being like a sword or a shield, something that brings distanc~.(Uld separation 
" ;. 'h 

~ ( ' 

rather than an instrument that joins two individuals. With Pec<?~a within earshot of Mrs. 
"( 

MacTeer's soliloquy the speaker could easily-confront the situation and speak to Pecola. 

However her venting proves that Mrs. MacTeer's objective is not in order to dialogue 
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with the girls to find out who drank the milk, nor to instruct Pecola o~:how to be 

considerate of others when it comes to the milk rations. Rather,-Mrs.,MacTeer just wants 

to be heard. She wants to express her frustration and ensure th~tPecola and her daughters 

are aware of the inconvenience and dissatisfaction they have caused her. 

Although Pecola does not speak often, her actions convey hersilent nature and are 

derivative of her own family's silence. 

No one could have convinced them that they were notrelentlessly and 

aggressively ugly. Except for the father, Cholly,-, MI:s. Breedlove, 

Sammy Breedlove, and Pecola Breedlove-wore the4' ugliness, put it on, 

so to speak, although it did not belong to them .:'·\~ You looked at them and 

wondered why they were so ugly; you looked closely and could not find 

the source. Then you realized that it came from conviction, their 

conviction. It was as though some mysterious all:-knowing master had 

given each one a cloak of ugliness to wear, and they.had each accepted it 

without question. The master had said, "You .are ugly people." They had 

looked about themselves and saw nothing to contradic~ the statement; saw, 

in fact, support for it leaning at them from every billboard, every movie, 

every glance. "Yes," they had said. "You are righLt~._Arid they took the 

ugliness in their hand, threw it as a mantle over them; and went about the 

world with it. Dealing with it each according to his way. (38-39) 
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Morrison· uses "cloak" and ''mantle" to describe the ugliness that the Breedlove's 

portraying it as a burden or something they are expected to wear and something they 

themselves have accepted. Her family's inability to dialogue and contradict their ugliness 

is passed ·on to Pecola and is transferred to her inability to have a voice. Pecola' s reaction 

to Mrs. MacTeer was to sit in silence and just listen, "Pecola finger-traced some scars on 

her knees-her head cocked to one side" (24 ). She just sits and listens to the insults of 

Mrs. MacTeer. She never responds. When Pecola is teased at school by Bay Boy, 

Woodrow Cain, Buddy Wilson, and Junie Bug, Pecola does notdefend herself. She does 

not say anything, but resorts to "edging around the circle crying' ... and cover[ing] her 

eyes with her hands" ( 66). As Pecola is insulted by Maureen, '~Pecola tuck[ s] her head 

in-a funny, sad, helpless movement. A kind of hunching of the shoulders, pulling in of 

the neck~ as though she wanted to cover her ears" (72). ·After Maureen runs off yelling 

back, "I am cute! And you ugly! Black and ugly black e mos~,,Jam cute!" Pecola does 

not retaliate but simply assumes the following defenseless postUre of silence: 

Pecola stood a little apart from us, her eyes hinged in the direction in 

which Maureen had fled. She seemed to fold·into herself, like a pleated 

wing. Her pain antagonized me. I wanted to ripen her up, crisp her edges, 

ram a stick down that hunched and curving spi~e, force her to stand erect 

and spit the misery out on the streets. Bufshe held it in where it could lap 

up into her eyes._(73-74) 
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In addition, the people in Pecola' s community resort to bastard speech when 

gossipingabout Pecola and her family. In the closing section after Pecola's rape by her 

father, the community does not address Pecola;. not even her own mother who "beat her 

[to the point that] she lucky to be alive" (189) after·finding her violated on the floor. Her 

mother and the ladies within her community were "disgusted,. amused, shocked, outraged, 

or even excited by the story" ( 190). 

But we listened for the one who. would say, "Poor little girl," or, "Poor 

baby," but there was only head-wagging.wherethose words should have 

been. We looked for eyes creased with concern, but saw only veils. (190) 

The entire community spoke about Pecola and even watched her downfall; however no 

one directed his or her speech toward inciting genuine dialogue with her. Where her 

parents failed to cultivate self-love in her nurture her roots, the community had the 

opportunity to step in however they too failed to foster an environment of affirmation and 

care. Tragically the void of a responsive community led Pecola's descent into insanity. 

In Pecola's insanity, after the loss~ofher baby, ·she finally speaks. However, the 

tragedy lies in the fact that she is left all alone to speak:to~ersel£ "Barbara Christian 
'!.'' 

comments, in A Promise Song, that Pecola's story doesnoffollow 'the usual mythic 

[cycle] of birth, death, and rebirth, from planting to harves~ to planting ... [instead] hers 

will proceed from pathos to tragedy and finally. madness' (140)" (Bjork 33). 
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An.o.ther Morrison scholar, Ritashona Simpson, elatiorateson the transformation 

ofPecola's language in the earlier chapters with her language in the last chapter in Black 

Looks ahd Black Acts: The Language of Toni Morrison' in ThifBluest Eyes and Beloved: 

Little Pecola Breedlove presents a striking example; she speaks standard 

English when she is insane and Black English\vhen she is not insane ... 

Contrast Pecola's language here with the language she uses in the last 

chapter when she goes mad. lri this passage; she imagines that she gets 

~what she has always wanted: a pair ofblueeyes.which symbolize her . 

acceptance in a White world which derneans her Black skin and culture ... 

This conversation evokes the image of a hall of mirrors. First, it represents 

Pecola's divided mind externalized: Her new:.. found friend verbalizes the 

doubt Pecola has about her new eyes when. she mocks this prized 

possession. Secondly, the friend furictions as a mirror, not of conscience, 

out of imagined admiration, when.' Pecola refuses to consider the words of 

sarcasm and dissent. Finally there is a linguistic mirror. The conversation 

mimics dialogue without ever becoming iL~After all, since the friend is not 

., real, perhaps this conversation does not exist in the form it assumes on the 
,I 

page.(l6-18) 

Even in her madriess, while Pecola longs for genuine dialogue, she must resort to 

speaking to a figment of her imagination because there is no one who will talk to her. 

There is no com·munity that will regenerate life and genuine voice within her. Contrary to 



Pecola's silent atmosphere, Sula, the female protagonist of Morrison's Sula, is framed by 

voices that are sated with noise, but deficient as it pertaJg~ _t~ s,ubstance. 

Genuine speech and maternal speech are also absent in· Morrison's Sula. Shadrack 

and Sula are th~ only characters who long for communication ~d genuine dialogue. All 

other community members exemplify bastard speech. Tl1ey,4o, not utilize dialogue in 

order to attain truth. They merely resort to expressing tl?:eir· ell}ptional needs, wants, and 

desires. According to Marianne Hirsh in her article "Ma.ternatNarratives: 'Cruel Enough 

to Stop the Blood"' "maternal speech is sparse in this novel" (264): 

... mothers and daughters never quite ~ucceed in addressing each other 

directly, mothers fail to communicate. t~~stories they wish to tell. This 

pattern of missed communication begins .wher1Nel and her mother Helene 

undertake an exhausting journey south,to att.e~dthe funeral ofNel's great-

grandmother. Here, in the place ofm~temal origin, Nel cannot understand 

t~e Creole she hears her,gr~~other.speak. Bru:~Iy exchanging a few 

words with her mother, Helen~ la~er admits that she also does not know 

Creole. (264) 

Helene la~ks communication with her.mothe~;.~d therefore, while she may communicate 

so~ietill protocol.\vith her daughter Nel, sh~ dqes not transfer ~ver her mother line as Nel 

resorts to thoughts of"l'm me. I'm not the.ir da,ughter.)'m notNel. I'm me" (28). 

"Sula's family, although more comm,llllicative, succeeds no better in bridging the 

distance between the lives and the perspectives of the three generations" (Hirsch 265). 
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When asked by Hannah whether Eva ever played with her childfen when she was young, 

Eva becomes defensive and offended at even being asked the question. 

"Play? Wasn't nobody playin' in 1895. Just 'cause you got it good 

now you think it was always this good? 1895 was ·a killer, girl. Things 

was bad. Niggers was dying like flies. Stepping tall, ain't you? Uncle Paul 

gone bring me two bushels. Yeh. And they's a' melon downstairs, ain't 

they? And I bake every Saturday, and Shad brii1gs'fish on Friday, and 

they's a pork barrel full of meal, and we floateggs in a crock of vinegar ... " 

''Mamma, what you talkin' 'bout?'7 ... i 

"I'm talkin' 'bout 18 and 95 when I set in that house five days with 

you and Pearl and Plum and three beets, yoiisnake-eyed ungrateful hussy. 

What would I look like Ieapin' round that little. old room playin' with 

youngins with three beets to my name?" (69.:.70), 

Rather than·connect her daughter to her journey, Eva'srspeeches resort to a mere defense 

of her decisions by repeating "the same old stories about the t~e~ remaining beets, about 

the sores in the children's mouths ... stories that clearly fail to. fi.t into the mythology of 

motherh~od to which Hannah wants to subscribe"'(Hirsch 265)~,.Although more than 

twenty or thirty years have passed since that sorroWful time, Ev~ has nothing new to add 

to hei· story nor a new voice to pass on to her daughter. She only. has the same monologue 

she has recited all along. It is as if Eva's identity is locked away somewhere in her past; 
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and just like she lost her leg, at that point of sacrifice, she lostt!l~:ability to love, play, 

and generate a voice in her children. 

The same lack of maternal affection is passed along ,to: Sula via Hannah. Sula . ' . ,;\·,. "··., 

uncovers this truth by overhearing a conversation that Hannah has with her friends where 
', -1 .;-

she admits that she "loves Sula" but "don't like her" (57). 

She only heard Hannah's words, and the pron<;l.u.nc,ement sent her flying up 

the stairs. In bewilderment, she stood at th~ win.~<?.~ fingering the curtain 

edge, aware of a sting in her eye. Nel's call.,float~~ up and into the 

window, pulling her away from dark thoughts back into the bright, hot 

daylight. (57) 

Sula's verbal rejection by her mother cuts off the communication between her mother and 

herself. From this point on Sula resorts to being a mere ?bse~er-a speck without a 

center. Morrison follows this pivotal confrontation with the ~owning of Chicken Little 

while Sula and Nel "stood looking at the closed pl~c~ i!l the W::tte(' (61). The maternal 

instinct to save Chicken Little was not present in either. of them,. Fear caused them to 

remain as silent bystanders while Chicken Little drq~edin the\vater. Following 

Chicken Little's drowning is Hannah's burning. At~~~. sighfof seeing her mother bum, 

Sui a is left "struck dumb" standing there "watch[ing]. Hannclh bum" (78). No words. No 
!_ \ 

speech. No action. Only a gaze. 

An example of bastard speech can be seen in Hannah's inquiry as to the death of 

her brother Plum-" But what about Plum? What'd you kill Plum for Mamma?" (70). 
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Hannah was waiting. Watching her mother's eyelidsYWhenEva spoke at 

last it was with two voices. Like two people w~re talking at the same time, 

'saying the same thing, one a fraction of a second hehiiid the other. (71) 

Eva's'speech is indicative of bastard speech. The pace as desciibed by Morrison reflects a 

frenzied 'speech that is linked to both the past and present siriniltaneotisly. Eva is 

struggling to articulate what was really done as a part ofher milld still findsitselfin the 

moment of the act. It is a moment of internal struggle. Eva canilot'artlculate what she has 

not finalized within her own mind. Marianne Hirsch speaks to th~cdo~ble voice used by 

Eva in her monologue: 

The double voice with which Eva delivers her pairiful experience ... 

suggests her double identity, as an individuafsubject and' as a mother, 

signaling perhaps the self-division that by rie£~ssity characterizes and 

distinguishes maternal discourse. The text acts out this double voice, as it 

combines third with first person narration~ free indirect~isc9urse with 

dialogue. The message too is of course double; Io:ve is·.~i~~d with anger, 
,·~·'\ .. : ~' 

pain with pri~e, sadness with tenderriess;~'as Ev.~ ~dds.her,::afterthought: 
.. , ,,l-, 

"But I held him close first. Real close.'Sweet Plum. My b·~by boy." This 
~ j \ 

scene between Eva and Hannah, one o:fthe few m?rrientsj~the novel 
' ' .' ;:.·.· ,;·,~? 

\vhere mothers speak as mothers, ertacts tlie difficultY of tel~ing and of 

hearing her story. (265-66) 
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Finally, one of the tragedies in the novels is.$e sendi~ng of Eva to an old.;.people's 

home by Sula. While she was a child her home was filled with plenty of talking, but the 

only speech that came out was superficial or hurtful truths that scarred Sula. For that 

reason once she returns home to the Bottom, Sula has her grandmother put away in an 

old-folks home. Sula says, "Don't talk to me about how much you gave me, Big Mamma, 

and how much I owe you or none of that" (92}-in other:\VOrds the centerless Sula has 

come to the point where she wants to silence the matriarchal voice which failed to give 

her meaning (Hirsch 267). It is not until years later, after_~:u~a' s death, when Nel pays 

Eva a visit that she finds her a bit disoriented.,As soon~ Eyarecognizes Nel, she reverts 

to her usual pattern, just as she did with Hannah-· . ~peak,ing of the past. Eva begins to 

interrogate and accuse Nel concerning Chick~n Little's death. 

''Tell me how you killed that.l~ttle boy." 

"What? What little boy?" 

"The one you threw in th~.water.l got oranges. How did 

you get him to go in the water?" 

, "I didn't throw no)ittle boy in the ri,ver~·That was Sula." 

"You. Sula. What'sthe difference? You was there. You watched, 

. didn't you? Me, I never wou.ld.~ve watched." · · 

"You're confused, Miss Peace. I'm Nel.' Sula's dead." 

"It's awful cold in the water. Fire is warm. How did you get him 

in?" Eva wet her forefinger and tested the iron's heat. 
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"Who told you all these lies? Miss Peace? Who told you? Why are 

you telling lies on me?" 

"I got oranges. I don't drink they oid·orange juice. They puts 

something in it." 

"Why are you trying to make out like ldid it?" 

Eva stopped ironing and looked at·Nel~ •For the first time her eyes 

looked sane. 

"You think I'm guilty?" Nel was whispering. 

"Eva whispered back, "Who would know better than you?" 

"I want to know who you beeri talking to." Nel forced herself to 

speak normally. 

"Plum. Sweet Plum. He tells' me things." Eva laughed a light, 

'tinkly giggle-girlish. (168-69) 

Eva's bastard speech is frenzied and disconnected jumping from Chicken Little's death to 

oranges and water. Her references to Plum cal-ry her back to another time and place 

causing her to revert to the past hence the "girlishlaugh." Eva's four longest speeches 

with Hannah concerning playing and Plum's death, Sula, and Nel are all indicative of 

bastard speech. They each express Eva's offense and resentment and remain centered on 
,' 

the past. Eva ·was never able to offer Sula or Hannah for that matter a voice; for her 

speeches were always monologues, like a broken record, playing over and over within 

her head-·something to be expressed rather than something to be responded to. 
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What Sula lacked in her mother and grandmother, she found in Nel. Once Nel was 

no longer a constant presence in her life, Sula missed the genuine dialogue she shared 

with her. She found a renewed sense of community and temporary togetherness with 

Ajax for "he talked to her" (127): 

They had genuine conversations. He did not speak down to her or at her 
', ' 

nor content himself with puerile questions about her life or monologues of 

his own activities. Thinking she was possibly brilliant,'like his mother, he 

seemed to expect brilliance from her, and she delivered. And in all of it, he 

listened more than he spoke. (127-28) 

Morrison's description of"genuine conversation" as supporting equality, opposite of a 

monologue, and expecting a response supports Northrop Frye's definition of genuine 

speech. _Although Sula longed to find her own identity and whilt? she may have cut herself 

off from her family, her friend and her community, through her blatant defiance, 

something within her longed for communication. But the genuine dialogue with Ajax was 

soon silenced by SuJa's possessiveness and Ajax's absence. Sula was left alone once 

again. Morrison depicts Sula's desire for genuine,dialogue_.with Nel b):,describing how 

even when she is on her death bed, it is Nel that comes to Sula's,min~_:'It is Nel that Sula 
.' ·<:;·1: 

-,, 

wishes to communicate with: "WelJ, I'll be damned,'~ she thought, "it<lidn't even hurt. 

Wait'II I tell Nel" (149). Sula longs to share a communal experience with her friend. 

Morrison too portrays Nel in the final scene of the novelJonging for her friend and the 

opportunity to dialogue with Sula once again: 
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Suddenly Nel stopped. Her eye twitched and burned a little. 

"Sula?" she whispered, gazing at the tops of the trees. "SulaT' 

Leaves stirred; mud shifted; there was the smell of overripe green things. 

A soft ball of fur broke and scattered like dandelion spores in the breeze. 

,. All that time, all that time, I thought I was missing Jude." Andth.e 

loss pressed down on her chest and came up into her throat. "We was girJs 

together," she said as though explaining something. "0 Lord, Sula," ~h~.~~ 

cried, "girl, girl, girlgirlgirl." 

It was a fine cry-loud and long-but it had no bottom and it had ~g to~; 

just circles and circles of sorrow. (174) 

Nel, Sui~ and Shadrack all intersect in the final scene. Nel and Shadrack happ~n 

to cross paths and Sui~ while she is dead, is made reference to by Nel. Morrison 

masterfully brings the novel full circle alluding to the power of dialogue to unite 

community and the ramifications of the lack of genuine dialogue to encourage isolation 

and disconnect. 

Northrop Frye speaks to the role of language in the cathartic function of the text 

in Anatomy of Criticism: 

1 n all 1 i terary verbal structures the final direction of meaning is inward ... 

Literary meaning may best be described, perhaps, as hypothetical,,~d a 
:\. t 

h h t
. 1 r assumed relation to the external world is part ofwh~t is.;· 

ypot e tea o ·:~· 
' ' ' 

J I t b the 
word "imaginative." This word is to be distinguished , 

usua y mean y .Y 
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from "'im · " h" h . ..· agtnary' w tc usually refers to an assertive verbal strUcture· that 
;F' 

fails to make good its assertions. In literature, questions of,fact or trut~ ~e 

subordinated to the primary literary aim of producing a·structure Ofwo~Os 
for its own sake, and the sign-values of symbols are subordinated to their 

importance as a structure of interconnected motifs. Wherever ,we hav~;,an 

autonomous verbal structure of this kind, we have literature~ Wherever ~hls 

autonomous structure is lacking, we have language, words used.··" 

, instrumentally to help human consciousness do or understand so1llethihg 

else. Literature is a specialized form of language, as language is or·· 

communication. The reason for producing the literary; structure is 

apparently that the inward meaning, the self-contained verbalpattell1, 
:: .i~h~ 

the field of the responses connected with pleasure, beauty, and ill.ter~sC~::., 
; ' <" )(~ 

;·?·~~f'' 

(74) 
f' ~··.. ,~.~ ~.·>; 

Toni Morrison utilizes language in her novels in orderJo "help human consciousness do" 

and ''understand something." In doing so, Morrison becomes a voice that inCit,e~,~, 
I, ... ;'!'• 

response from her community. Her works are not monologues written mereiyto b~ read 
:\, ·<J.:i~ 

or heard. Her novels are a dialogue with the consciousness of her readers. ~y add~essing 

not only the emotions but also the intellect of readers her novels begin to fun~tio~:in the 
} ; ~ ~ 
~ ' ') 

demotic style challenging women in general to guard the "motherline'~ of coni'm~ty,~d 

transmit a voice to their daughters. 
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Through catharsis and her apocalyptic aesthetics pertaining-to Pec~la and Sula, 

Morrison gives her readers insight into the past and direction forthe' ·futUre. Morrison 

calls her readers to respond to the need of the Pecolas and Sulas in their communities, to 

step outside of the peripheral borders of their communities and engag~ in the dialogue 

that is taking place. The regeneration of a community hinges upon its ability to 

communicate and partake of the communal experience. Patrick Bryce BJork in The 

Novels ofToni lvforrison: The Search for Self and Place Within the Community elaborates 

on the theme of community in Morrison's novels: ' 

In each novel, Morrison demonstrates that the selfis always and forever 

inextricably linked to the community. Coritil1ually;:;in thought, word, or 

deed, its members return to the community,ithe neighborhood, the clan to 

become shaped and/or misshaped by their reciprocating'influence. As a 

result, in myth and memory, folktale and song,:Ivfoirison weaves her 

complex narratives to underscore her'belie(thai'withou! th~t presence and 
'i-''i 

recognition [of community] there is:no life.' (x) 

In plot structure and speech Morrison portrays. the ramifications ~;\~hat which can 

happen to individuals and people who lack community and genuine dialogue. Morrison 

providesnot only an apocalyptic revelation of where the communi~ hasbeen, but she 

links it to the mother-daughter relationship in her t~o novels. By using fe~ale 

protagonists and highlighting Pecola's and Sula's'Jriothers, Morrison speaks to the 
,'1 t 

t t
: 1 f t regenerate a voice in their daughters or to kill th_e v_o __ ice through po en ta o women o . . :'!: 
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their actions or bastard speech. Andrea O'Reailly, Morrison.scholar, in To!J:LNlorison 

and Jvtotherhood: A Politics of the Heart speaks to the mother-daughter relationship: 

In African American culture, women are the }(eepers.?f the Jradition: they 

are the culture bearers who mentor and model the !\frican American 

values essential to the empowerment of black ~hildre~_and culture. 'Black 

women,' Karla Holloway continues, 'carry the v~ice of the mother-they 

are the progenitors, the assurance of the line ... -as carriers of the voice 
>- •• '· ' ,, ;· .". 

[black women] carry wisdom-mother wit. Theyte~~;h the children to 

survive and remember" (1987: 123). Blac~ mot~er~,,as Bernard and 

Bernard conclude, 'pass on the torch to their daughters; who are expected 

to become the next generation of mothers, grandmothers~ o~~other mothers, 

. . to guard future generations."' ( 4 7) 

If daughters are going to gain their voice once again-a gepuine voice that transforms 

what has been-it is first necessary for the mother and daughter line t~· b~ r~stored. 

Kinship or friendship lines must be repaired among 'YPp:ten. Marc c~ Co~er summarizes 
~'-~-I 

in The Aesthetics of Toni Morrison: Speaki11g the Unspeakable the pa~ici~'atory objective 

of Morrison's novels: 

This reader-response element that_pe~ades Morrison's writing responds to 
'·- \ -:'..!_ 

its omnipresent alienation. 'One of the ~ajor characte~stic~·ofblack 
f F'. 

J~terature,' she asserts, 'is the particiP.a~i9n of the other, that is, the 

audience, the reader.' To Morrison, thisJ~ not only the hallmark of her 
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writing, but the very function of literature: 'My writing expe'cts, demands 

participatory reading, and that I think is what literature is supposed to do. 

It's not just about telling the story; it's about involving the reader' 

(Christina Davis 231, Tate 164). She desires ari intimacy between artist 

and reader that can overcome the alienation that pervades the text.: Such a 

participatory, intimate moment is achieved in ... the finalwordsin the 

Nobel speech [that] show[s] the old woman and the young overcomi'ng 

their alienation and achieving communion: 'Look,' the'old worn~ 

concluded-in a sentence that could stand for Morrison's entire project-

'how lovely it is, this thing we have done-together'· (Nobel Lectrire 13). 

(xxiii) 

In Barbara Christian's article "The Contemporary Fables of Toni Morrison" 
,.>;t·: 

Christian Writes about the commonalities and prevailing themes in,The Bluest Eye and 

Sui a: 
· ;.::_:··,;;rt· 
~ ',, l ;.<, '; 

:' ,:;, 
Both novels chronicle the search for beauty amidst the restrictions of life, 

both from within and without. In both novels, the black ~oman, as girl and 

grown woman, is the turning character, and the friendship betwe~n two 

women or girls serves as the yardstick by which the ove~helming 

tradictions of life are measured. Double-faced, her focal char~cters con .. ::,,t,: 
,;:;,.·> 

look outward and search inward, trying to find some continuity,~~!ween 
,. ··.,\ 

the seasons, the earth, other people, the cycles of life, and theiro\vn 
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particular lives. Often they find that there is conflict between their own 

nature and the society that man has made ... (59) 

The commonalities in both novels accentuate the penetrative themes and dialogue that 

Morrison is presenting to the African American community and her readers. By 

presenting an abused child and an educated grown woman as the subjects and symbols of 

exclusion and silence in her novels she identifies an issue that cannot be limited by age or 

trajectory. 

According to Toni Morrison scholar and College Board Academi9 Chai!for the 
,·~ 4', ., 

Western Region, Pete Barr~ ~'Toni Morrison is the voice and consciousness,of 

America She is the sage who provokes us to become better, to look at the horr~rsbf our 

pas4 so that we might have something better in our future" (Allen). Throu~,~,· The Bluest 
' ' ir, J_ 

Eye and Su/a Morrison questions her reader "what is it that you~av,e,ip.yo~r.ha,nq?"-a 
( ~ ~ ·r J,.. ' 

revelation of our past and the ability to create our future ... through lang~g~. 
•' 1; I\ :'> -.., ·; ~ 

l,'' 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

LITERATURE AND RHETORIC: THE POWER TO MAKE ALL ;HINGSNEW 

"The fundru:ne~tal jo~ ~f the imagination in ordinary life is to prod~c~ o~t ofth~ society 
we ha~e to hve 1n, a vtston of the new society we want to live in." :-~ortlu:op Frye, Video 
Intervtew ' · 

... 
Anne Carson in Glass. Irony and God makes reference to the Life ojPythagdras. 

With this reference Carson sheds light on an additional historical perspective ofth~ 

female .voice: 

There is a story told about the wife of Pythagoras, that she once,. 

uncovered her arm while out of doors and someone commented, "Nice;S 
<;:'i; 

ann," to which she responded, "Not public property!" Plutarch'sco~~nt 
·.·:~ ' 

,;y,:: ' ' ' '• ' 

on this story is: "The ann of a virtuous woman should nofbe' public 
' l :~ .,.. ';. ..::. ·.~: 

property, nor her speech neither, and she should as modestly' g~d against 

exposing her voice to outsiders as she would guard against stripping off 
' ·1;., ' 

her clothes. For in her voice as she is blabbering away c·a.n be r~ad her 

emotions, her character and her physical condition." (129) 

Carson, res~·nding to the excerpt of Life of Pythagoras, writes, "Every sol.l~~~:;, make is 
~I;·;:>.;\ 

a bit of autobiography. It has a totally private interior yet its trajecto?' is public:~~ p~:~e 
J v ·~. 

of inside projected to the outside" ( 130). Voice reveals m~re lhan what is evid~nt to the 

human eye~ it ultimately uncovers layers of the human ~oul and dondition-W~at ~~,s, 
\'> " 
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what is, and what could be. The debate over the female voice and silence has always 

been and continues to be a topic of great significance. As can be seen through the 

trajectory of time, while rhetoric has been instrumental in giving people a voice, rhetoric 

has also been utilized as a barrier to keep people out or silence them. Often women's 

voices have been silenced or discounted. By applying principles of rhetorical style that 

stem to antiquity, Sandra Cisneros and Toni Morrison have used the power of language 

and the avenue of literature to break the silence for women. Sandra Cisneros has revealed 

the potential of what could be whereas Morrison has revealed the reality of what has been 

or what is. 

Northrop Frye's theories on the hieratic and demotic style serve as the bond that 

links Sandra Cisneros' The House on Mango Street and Woman Hollering Creek and 

Other Stories and Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eye and Su/a to the roots of antiquity and 

proves that two modem ethnic writers have continued to incorporate long traditions of 

ancient principles in their works as they shape characters in their stories. Cisneros and 

Morrison give Esperanza, Cleofilas, Pecola, and Sula, each one of whom is a demarcated 

character from within their own community, a platform by which their transformation or 

oppression can be experienced by the reader. Cisneros and Morrison reveal the 

marginalization of the past and the possibilities, as well as future ramifications, if women 

do not respond to the Esperanzas, Cleofilas, Pecolas, and Sulas in their own community. 

Frye was a strong proponent for the power of literature to initiate a dialogue, 

arguing that "The critic is there, not so much to explain the poet, as to translate the 
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literature into a continuous dialogue with society" (808). An examination and analysis of 

the novels of Cisneros and Morrison reveal that there are a few pivotal questions: 

"Who?" "How?" "What?" Cisneros uses the interrogative "who" in both The House on 

Mango Street and Woman Hollering Creek and Other Short Stories when referring to 

"who" will make Mango Street better and "who" will help Cleofilas. Morrison opens The 

Bluest Eye asking ' 4how" Pecola could arrive to a state of tragedy and the land get to 

place where it could no longer yield. In a similar manner Morrison asks in the opening of 

Sui a ''what" were Shad rack, Sui a, and the people of the Bottom all about. In other words, 

what events or processes led to their scattering? On one level the words are probing 

questions of the characters in the novel; however, on another level they are dialogic 

probing the reader and inviting him or her to reflect and respond to the questions. Active 

participation is the element which causes Cisneros and Morrison's novels to function as 

demotic texts, raising their reader's consciousness and inciting the reader to respond. 

Northrop Frye elaborates on the potential of writing to improve humanity through active 

response and participation in Anatomy of Criticism: 

It is a commonplace of criticism that art does not evolve or improve: it 

produces the classic or model ... Once in a while we experience in the 

arts a feeling of definitive revelation. This, we may feel after a Palestrina 

motet or a Mozart divertimento, is the voice of music itself: this is the kind 

of thing that music was invented to say. Here is a simplicity which makes 

us realize that the simple is the opposite of the commonplace, a feeling 
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that the boundaries of possible expression in the art have been reached for 

all time. This feeling belongs to direct experience, not to criticism, but it 

suggests the critical principle that the profoundest experiences possible to 

obtain in the arts are available in the art already produced. What does 

improve in the arts is the comprehension of them, and the refining of 

society which results from it .... There is no reason why a great poet 

should be a wise and good man, or even a tolerable human being, but there 

is every reason why his reader should be improved in his humanity as a 

result of reading him. Hence while the production of culture may be, like 

ritual, a half-involuntary imitation of organic rhythms or processes, the 

response to culture is, like myth, a revolutionary act of consciousness. 

(344) 

Cisneros and Morrison illustrate painful' and relatable experiences in an artistic 

manner that draw the reader in and allow him or her to relate to the characters. By 

incorporating a rhetorical hieratic and demotic style in their works, Cisneros and 

Morrison engage not only the emotions and imaginations of the readers, but most 

importantly they speak to their consciousness. Therefore the authors have revealed what 

is and given utterance to what could be and transferred the ability to the readers to break 

the silence within their own sphere of influence .. 

Finally, by using female children and women as their protagonists, Cisneros and 

Morrison transform the misconception of long ago that "silence is the good order of 
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women" (Aristotle, Politics 30). In the novels it is the silence of the women that keep 

them abused, alone, and marginalized. Cisneros' Cleofilas' silence keeps her in an 

abusive relationship trapped between "pain" and "loneliness." The silence of the women 

on Mango Street paralyzes them before the window of distant ambitions and dreams. The 

silence imposed on Pecola by her community in Morrison's novel leads to her eventual 

violation and madness. The silence among the community of Sula leads to their eventual 

scattering. Silence stifles expression, brings disunity, and stunts the ability to regenerate 

life. However, Cisneros and Morrison break the silence brought on by culture, 

experiences, and male domination through the avenue of literature. Their works confirm 

that literature not only has an aesthetic form but can also serve a social function. 

Northrop Frye speaks to the function of literary criticism in Anatomy of Criticism: 

One of the tasks of criticism is that of the recovery of function, not of 

course the restoration of an original function, which is out of the question, 

but the recreation of function in a new context. Kierkegaard has written a 

fascinating little book called Repetition, in which he proposes to use this 

tenn to replace the more traditional Platonic term anamnesis or 

recollection. By it he apparently means, not the simple repeating of an 

experience, but the recreating it which redeems or awakens it to life, the 

end of the process, he says, being the apocalyptic promise, "Behold, I 

make all things new." The preoccupation with the humanities with the past 

is sometimes made a reproach against them by those who forget that we 
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face the past: it may be shadowy, but it is all that is there. Plato draws a 

gloomy picture of man staring at the flickering shapes made on the wall of , 

the objective world by a fire behind us like the sun. But the analogy breaks 

down when the shadows are those of the past, for the only light we can see 

them by is the Promethean fire within us. The substance of these shadows 

can only be in ourselves, and the goal of historical criticism, as our 

metaphors about it often indicate, is a kind of self-resurrection, the vision 

of a valley of dry bones that takes on the flesh and blood of our own 

vision. The culture of the past is not only the memory of mankind, but our 

own buried life, and study of it leads to a recognition scene, a discovery in 

which we see, not our past lives, but the total cultural form of our present 

life. It is not only the poet but his reader who is subject to the obligation to 

"make it new." (345-46) 

Sandra Cisneros and Toni Morrison look to the past in order tore-imagine a brighter 

future for generations of women. As they offer voices to their characters, they 

demonstrate that female voices are not indicative of disorder but possess the power to 

recreate, regenerate and break the silence as women utilize language in order to make all 

things new. 
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"'Thrive 201 0," Houston, Texas/ "Where Do We Go From Here?: 
When Going Backwards Isn't an Option but Moving Forward is 

Just Too Scary" 
Texas Louisiana Hispanic District Youth Leaders Summit, San 
Antonio, Texas, "Women in Ministry" 
North Texas Regional Hispanic Women's Conference, Dallas, 

Texas, "This is Your Final Wake Up Call" 

Published Papers: 
"Real Talk with Spence.~' Radio Show Interview. 100.7 FM, Dallas, Texas. "Women of 

Purpose, Power, and Promise" 
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'"The Day the Princess Cried: The Diaries of the Biblical Princess in Lamentations." 
Book. 2008 Gulf Latin American District Youth Convention, San Antonio, Texas. 

"Jump Out of the Box." Magazine Article. 2008 Nuestra Gente, Houston, Texas. 

Conferences Attended: 

2004 A Symposium in Rhetoric, Rhetoric of Change, Texas Woman's 
University, Denton, TX 

2007 

2007 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2010 

2011 

SlOP II Institute: Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol, 
Denver, Colorado 

Symposium Addressing the Needs of Secondary LEP Students: 
Pedagogy for Improving Academic Achievement of English 
Language Learners, Dallas, TX 

The University of Mississippi Faulkner & Yoknapatawpha 
Conference, "Faulkner: The Returns of the Text," Oxford, Mississippi 

ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) 

Conference, Galveston, TX 

TexTESOL State Conference, Richardson, TX 

Expanding Your Horizons Girls Conference, Texas Woman's 

University, Denton, TX 

Expanding Your Horizons Girls Conference, Texas Woman's 

University, Denton, TX 

CCDA National Conference "Remember. Rejoice. Reimagine." 

Chicago, Illinois 

Influence Conference, General Council of the Assemblies of God, 

Phoenix, AZ 
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Professional Workshops Attended: 

2005 '•successful Completion of Tools to Maximize the Instruction in an 
ESL Pull-Out Classroom," Denton lSD 

2006 "Interpreting Special Education ARD Meetings," Denton ISD 

2006 

2006 

2006 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

'"Linda Quiroz Training for 3rd_5th," Denton ISD 

'"General Leadership Workshop with Todd Whitaker," Denton lSD 

''Working With Adult Learners," Denton ISD 

"'Mathematics Teaching and Learning in the Bilingual Classroom, 

3-5," Denton lSD 

"Franklin Covey Training," Denton ISD 

Kaleidoscope ELL Workshop "The World Through the Eyes of an 

ELL," Denton lSD 

"'Serving English Language Learners with Special Education Needs: 

Future Trends and Current Best Practices," TexTESOL 

'"Improving Student Writing Through Transitive/Intransitive 

Verb Instruction," TexTESOL 

''Techniques for Summarization," TexTESOL 

"Question Fonnation: Getting Students to Ask Questions," TexTESOL 

"Moving Middle Schoolers to the INSIDE of Literacy," TexTESOL 

"Customizing Your Multimedia Instruction," TexTESOL 

"Teaching Reading to Support the Content Areas," TexTESOL 
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2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

2008 

'"In Conflict with Itself: Faulknerian Context," The University of 
Mississippi Faulkner & Yoknapatawpha Conference 

'"Teaching Faulkner I Reading and Teaching Faulkner's Shorter 
Fiction," The University of Mississippi Faulkner & Yoknapatawpha 
Conference 

'

4

Visualizing Light in August: Text, Author, Textuality, Authority," 
The University of Mississippi Faulkner & Yoknapatawpha Conference 

'"How? Tomorrow and Tomorrow and Still Tomorrow. How? Elements 
of Elegy in Faulkner's As I Lay Dying, Absalom, Absalom!, and 
Requiem For a Nun," The University of Mississippi Faulkner & 
Y oknapatawpha Conference 

'•That City Foreign and Paradoxical: William Faulkner and the Texts 
of New Orleans," The University of Mississippi Faulkner & 

Y oknapatawpha Conference 

''Flags in the Dust: The Birth of Faulkner's Poetics," The University of 
Mississippi Faulkner & Yoknapatawpha Conference 

''I Sees the Light, En I Sees the Word: Racial Liminality and 
Transcendence in Faulkner's Fiction," The University of Mississippi 

Faulkner & Yoknapatawpha Conference 

"'The Impenetrable Lightness of Being: Miscegenation Imagery and the 
Anxiety of Whiteness in Go Down, Moses, " The University of 

Mississippi Faulkner & Yoknapatawpha Conference 

'"Teaching Faulkner," The University of Mississippi Faulkner & 

Y oknapata\vpha Conference 

"'Secondary Science Instruction with English Language Learners," 

Region XI. Fort Worth, TX 
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2009 

2010 

2010 

2010 

2011 

2012 

"Navigating the ELPS: Using the New Standards to Improve 
Instruction for English Learners," Region XI, Garland, TX 

"Fathers and Families Forum," Hispanic Family Initiative, Houston, 
Texas 

"'Engaging Local Churches for Immigration, Education, and 
Advocacy," CCDA, Chicago 

'-Why Blacks and Latinos are Not Making it in School," CCDA, 
Chicago 

"New Leader Orientation for District Directors," Phoenix, Arizona 

'"National Girls Ministries Director Seminar," LouisviJie, Kentucky 

Honors, Awards, and Scholarships: 

2003-2004 
2004-2005 
2004-2005 
2005-2006 
2005-2006 
2006-2007 
2008-2009 

2009-2010 

2012 

2012 

The National Dean's List 

Edith and Edgar Dean Literary Scholarship 
The Chancellor's List 
The National Scholars Honor Society 
The Chancellor's List 
The National Dean's List 
$1,000 grant from Denton Public School Foundation for 
44GOL! Guys Operating as Leaders" and 
"For Girls Only" Mentoring Programs 
$1 ,000 grant from CoServ 2006 and Denton Public School 
Foundation for "GOL! Guys Operating as Leaders" and 
"For Girls Only" Mentoring Programs 
$500 grant from Harris County Community College for 
"In Transit" Student College Awareness Program, 

University Tours 
Nominated for the "Top Fifty Christian Latinas in Public 
Life That Americans Should Know" 
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Professional References: 
Dr. Phyllis J. Bridges, Professor 
Texas Woman's University 
Department of English, Speech and Foreign Languages 
P.O. Box 425829 
Denton, TX 76204-1972 
940-898-2324 
pbridges@mail.twu.edu 

Dr. Bruce Krajewski, Professor 
Texas Woman's University 
Department of English, Speech and Foreign Languages 
P.O. Box 425829 
Denton, TX 76204-1972 
940-898-2324 
bkrajewski@mail.twu.edu 

Dr. A. Guy Litton, Professor 
Director of the Honors Program 
Texas Woman's University 
Department of English, Speech and Foreign Languages 
P.O. Box 425829 
Denton, TX 76204-1972 
940-898-2337 
alitton@mail.twu.edu 

Ninfa Nik, Associate Professor 
Texas Woman's University 
Department of English, Speech and Foreign Languages 
P.O. Box 425829 
Denton, TX 76204-1972 
940-898-2316 
nnik@mail.twu.edu 
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